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TRANSMITTAL OF PROPOSED CHANGES
TO GRAND GUIF TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

1. (GGNS - 16)

SUBJECT: Technical Specification Table 3.3.3-2, page 3/4 3-29.

DISCUSSION: The Trip Setpoint and Allowable Value for trip function D.2.a.3
Division 3, 4.16 KV Bus Undervoltage (Loss of Voltage) Time
Delays in Table 3.3.3-2 should be changed. The Trip Setpoint
and Allowable Value are presently incorrectly stated as (0.5
seconds) and (0.5 + 0.5, - 0.1 seconds), respectively. These
values shculd be changed to a Trip Setpoint of (2.3 seconds)
and an Allowable Value of (2.3 + 0.2, - 0.3 seconds).

JUSTIFICATION: In the event of bus undervoltage on the Division 3, 4.16 KV
bus, the offsite power to the bus is tripped immediately. The
bus undervoltage time delay relay will provide a start signal
to the Division 3 diesel generator after the time delay. This
time delay relay will also provide a permissive af ter the time
delay to permit the diesel generator output breaker to close.
Per NEDO-10905-2, this time delay for the permissive to allow
the output breaker to close must be long enough for the HPCS
pump motor residual voltage to decay to less than or equal to
25% of rated voltage.

The time delay from loss of voltage on the bus until the
permissive for the diesel generator output breaker to close
must be greater than the 1.1 seconds required for the HPCS pump
motor residual voltage (if the pump were running at the time of
loss of bus voltage) to decay to less than or equal to 25% of
rated voltage. After the motor residual voltage has decayed to
less than or equal to 25% of rated voltage, the diesel
generator output breaker can be permitted to close when the
diesel generator has reached rated speed and voltage.

The situation could occur where the HPCS pump motor is powered
from offsite oower and the Division 3 diesel generator is
running. If u2dervoltage occurs on the Division 3 bus, the
time delay relay will ensure that the HPCS pump motor residual
voltage has decayed to less than or equal to 25% of rated
voltage before the permissive is received to close the diesel
generator output breaker. This would be the situation in the
event of a LOCA (which initiated HPCS and started the diesel
generator) followed by a subsequent loss of offsite power.

The proposed Trip Setpoint and the lower band of the Allowable
Value ensures that adequate time is allowed for decay of
residual voltage. The upper band of the Allowable Value is set
at 2.5 seconds.
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The proposed Technical Specification change is more
conservative than the information presented in the HPCS
performance analysis (Figure A2-1, page 8 of NEDO-10905-2) .
The NEDO document considered a 3 second undervoltage sensing
delay until the offsite power is tripped and the permissive for
diesel generator output breaker closure is received.

SIGNIFICA11T HAZARDS CONSIDERATION:'

The proposed change to the Technical Specification is requested
to reflect the actual design of the plant. The proposed values
are more conservative than the information presented in the
HPCS performance analysis (Figure A2-1, page 8 of NEDO-10905-2)
referenced with GGNS FSAR and therefore constitute increased

; conservatism in comparison to the plant design bases. Thus,
this change does not introduce a significant reduction in a
margin of safety. Since the change does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an

,

accident previously evaluated nor does it create the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated, no significant hazards
considerations are involved.

.
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TABLE _3.3.3-2 (Continued)n

"

$g EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM 4CTUATION INSTRUMENTATION SETPOINTS

h ALLOWABLE

7 TRIP FUNCTION . TRIP SETPOINT VALUE

E
q D. LOSS OF POWER

1. Division 1 and 2g
a. 4.16 kV Bus Undervoltage 1. 4.16 kV Basis 2912 +0, -291 volts

(Loss of Voltage) 2912 volts
2. 120 volt Basis 83.2 +0, -8.3 volts

83.2 volts
3. Time Delay 0.5 +0.5, -0.1 seconds

0.5 seconds
b. 4.16 kV Bus Undervoltage 1. 4.16 kV Basis 3328 +0, -167 volts

(BOP Load Shed) 3328 volts
2. 120 volt Basis 95.1 +0, -4.8 volts

( 95.1 volts
* 3. Time delay 0.5 +0.5, -0.1 seconds
y 0.5 seconds

c. 4.16 kV Bus Undervoltage 1. 4.'16 kV Basis 3744 +93.6, -0 volts

(Degraded Voltage) 3744 volts
2. 120 volt Basis 107 +2.7, -0 volts

107 volts
3. Time Delay 9.0 1 0.5 seconds

I 9.0 seconds
.

2. Division 3
a. 4.16 kV Bus Undervoltage 1. 4.16 kV Basis 3045 i 61 volts

(Loss of Voltage) 3045 volts D
2. 120 volt Basis 87 i 1.7 volts n

87 volts O'

- .

'

3. Time Delay 0 5 0.5, 0.1 seconds.

seconds'

g
L#^See Bases Figure B 3/4 3-1. 2.3 +04-o.3.

#These are invepse time delay voltage relays or instantaneous voltage relays with a time delay. The
voltages shown are the maximum that will,not result in a trip. Lower voltage conditions will result y
in decreased trip times.

.
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2. (GGNS - 87).

SUBJECT: Technical Specification 4.6.6.3.d.5 and 4.7.2.d.3, pages 3/4
6-54 and 3/4 7-6.

DISCUSSION: Technical Specifications 4.6.6.3.d.5 and 4.7.2.d.3 reference
ANSI N510-1975 for testing the heat dissipation of the heaters
in the Standby Gas Treatment-System and the Control Room
Emergency Filtration System. However, ANSI N510-1975 does not
address heat dissipation testing of the heaters. The proposed
change deletes the reference to ANSI N510-1975 for testing the
heat dissipation of the heaters in the Standby Gas Treatment
System and the Control Room Emergency Filtration System.

JUSTIFICATION: ANSI N510-1975 does not address heat dissipation testing of
heaters. Therefore, the reference to this standard in
Specifications 4.6.6.3.d.5 and 4.7.2.d.3 should be deleted.

INTERNAL INFORMATION:

The heat dissipation requirements of Specifications 4.6.6.3.d.5
Land 4.7.2.d.3 will be verified on an 18 month frequency during
system testing.

SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION:

The proposed change is a purely administrative change which
corrects the Technical Specifications by deleting a reference
to a non-applicable standard while 1 caving the intent and
requirement of the specifications unchanged. This change to
the Technical Specifications does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety and it does not involve a
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident which has been previously evaluated, nor does it
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated. Therefore, the
proposed change does not involve any significant hazards
consideration.

NOTE: Technical Specification page changes marked with a PCOL number
and circled are changes that were previously submitted to the

,

i NRC.
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-

CONTAIWlENT SYSTEMS .

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

Il. At least once par 18 months or (1) after any structural maintenance
on the HEPA filter or charcoal adsorber housings, or (2) following
painting, fire or chemical release in any ventilation zone -

cosmiunicating with the subsystem by:

1. Verifying that the subsystem satisfies the in place testing
acceptance criteria and uses the test procedures of Regulatory
Positions C.5.a. C.5.c and C.5.d of Regulatory Guide 1.52,
Revision 2, March 1978, and the system flow rate is 4000 cfm
i 105.

2. Verifying within 31 days after removal that a laboratory analysis
of a representative carbon sample obtained in accordance with
Regulatory Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2,
March 1978, meets the laboratory testing criteria of Regulatory
Position C.6.a of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2 March 1978.

3. Verifying a subsystem flow rate of 4000 cfm t 10% during system
operation when tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1975.

After every 720 hours of charcoal adsorber operation by verifyingc.
within 31 days after removal that a laboratory analysis of a repre-
sentative carbon sample obtained in accordance with Regulatory
Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52 Revision 2, March 1978,
meets the laboratory testing criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.a
of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978.

d. At least once per 18 months by:

1. Performing a system functional test which includes simulated
automatic actuation of the system throughout its emergency
operating sequence for the:

,

a) LOCA, and

b) Fuel handling accident. 7 2.
R

2. Verifying that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA filters
and charcoal adsorber banks is less than 11.D inches Water Gauge MS
while operating the filter train at a flow rate of 4000 cfm t 105. j-

*
3. Verifying that the filter train starts and isolation dampers-

open on each of the following test signals:.

a. Drywell pressure - high,
b. Reactor vessel water level - low low, level 2,

Fuel handling area ventilation exhaust radiation high, andc.
. d. Fuel handling area pool sweep exhaust radiation - high.

-

'

4. 8 Verifying that the fan can be manually started.

5. Verifying that the heaters dissipate 50 1 5.0 kW d :- tested
'f: ::::rd:::: !th ^."!! "51^-1975.

GRAND GULF-UNIT 1 3/4 6-54
. .
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| 2. (GGNS-87)
| PLANT' SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIRENENTS (Continued)
s

ig. Verifying that the subsystem satisfies the in place testing -

acceptance criteria and uses the test procedures of Regulatory
Positions C.5.a, C.S.c and C.5.d of Regulatory Guide 1.52,
Revision 2, March 1978, and the system flow rate is 4000 cfm g
i 105. 6

'

2M Verifying within 31 days after removal that a laboratory analysis
of a representative carbon sample obtained in accordance with
Regulatory Position C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2,
March 1978, meets the laboratory testing criteria of Regulatory
Position C.6.a of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978.

%i

3.)C verifying = subsysta= flow rata of 4000 cf= * 10x during W|

subsystem operation when tested in accordance with ANSI N510-1975.I

!

| c. After every 720 hours of charcoal adsorber operation by verifying
within 31 days after removal that a laboratory analysis of a repre-
sentative carbon sample obtained in accordance with Regulatory
Positon C.6.b of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978,
meets the laboratory testing criteria of Regulatory Position C.6.a
of Regulatory Guide 1.52, Revision 2, March 1978.

d. At least once per 18 months by:

1. Verifying that the pressure drop across the combined HEPA filters
and charcoal adsorber banks is less than 7.2 inches Water Gauge
while operating the subsystem at a flow rate of 4000 cfm i 10%.

2. Verifying that on each of the below isolation mode actuation
test signals, the subsystem automatically switches to the isola-'

tion mode of operation and the isolation valves close within
4 seconds:

a) High radiation in the outside air intake duct,
b) High chlorine concentration in the outside air intake duct,
c) High drywell pressure, and
d) Low reactor water luel.

3. Verifying that the heaters dissipate 20.7 i 2.1.kW hr t::t:5
|

' :::: d:.:: .dth fC ! %;10 1 Z .

.

After each complete or partial replacement of a HEPA filter bank byI e.
| verifying that the HEPA filter banks remove greater than or equal to
| 99.95% of the DOP when they are tested in place in accordance with

ANSI N510-1975 while operating the system at a flow rate of.4000 cfm'

i 105. ,

f. After each complete or partial replacement of a charcoal adsorber
bank by verifying that the charcoal adsorbers remove 99.95% of a
halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant test gas when they are tested
in place in accordance with ANSI N510-1975 while operating the system
at a flow rate of 4000 cfm i 10%.

~

GRAND GULF-UNIT 1 3/4 7-6
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.-3. (GGNS - 189, 334)

SUBJECT: Technical Specification 4.6.5.b.3 and 4.6.7.3.c, pages 3/4
6-45a and 3/4 6-59.

5 DISCUSSION: Technical Specification 4.6.5.b.3 currently requires
verification of the operability of the drywell vacuum breaker
isolation valve differential pressure actuation instrumentation

- with the setpoint at 1.0 psid. This isolation valve is
required to open post LOCA when the drywell pressure is less
than the containment pressure by less than 1.0 psid (e.g., when
the drywell pressure minus containment pressure is greater than
-1.0 psid). Therefore, in order to clarify the direction of
the pressure differential required for opening, and thus the
pressure differential to be used during surveillance testing,
the parenthetical phrase (drywell minus containment) is added
to Technical Specification 4.6.5.6.0 and the current 1.0 psid

i is correspondingly changed to -1.0 psid. In addition, an upper
bound of 0.0 is to be specified for the allowable test value in
order to provide a reasonable band within which a successful,

surveillance test may be conducted (i.e., the t.urrently
specified single value and pressure differential without
specified tolerances prohibits conducting a practical and
successful surveillance test). Considering instrument
accurracy, the surveillance test acceptance band of -1.0 to 0.0
psid assures the isolation valve will open at a pressure
differential well within the Allowable Values given in the FSAR
(i.e., -1.6 to +1.6 psid).

Technical Specification 4.6.7.3.c presently requires
verification of the operability of the drywell purge compressor
discharge line vacuum breaker isolation valve pressure

j actuation instrumentation with an opening setpoint of 1.0 psid.

| For purpose of clarification, the parenthetical phrase

! (drywell minus containment) is to be inserted. In addition, a
i lower bound of 0.0 psid is to be placed on the surveillance

test acceptance band, thus providing a reasonable band (as
opposed to a single point value) within which a practical andi

I successful surveillance test may be conducted.

JUSTIFICATION: As currently written, Technical Specification 4.6.5.b.3 and
4.6.7.3.c are unclear regarding the direction of the pressure
differential to be used in conducting the required surveillance
testing. In addition, and in both cases, a single point value
without tolerance is given for the surveillance test acceptance
criteria. A successful and practical surveillance test
requires specification of acceptance criteria with a reasonable
and acheivable tolerance. The proposed Technical Specificationi

changes provide clarification regarding the direction of the
pressure differential and defines a tolerance, or band, for the
test acceptance criteria. Surveillance test results within the
band given for the test acceptance criteria assures the
corresponding valve will open within the required pressure
values specified in the FSAR.

C55sp4
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SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION: |

The proposed Technical Specification change provides
clarification'of the intent of the Technical Specifications and
assure that. surveillance testing can be conducted per the
original intent. Thus the proposed changes do not introduce a
significant reduction in margin of safety. Since the proposed
changes do not involve a significant increase in the
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated
nor does it create the possibility of a new or different kind

4 - of accident from any accident previously evaluated, no
significant hazards considerations are involved.

:
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NS-107,534)*

CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS
.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

3. By verifying the OPERABILITY of the vacuum breaker isolation
valve differential pressure actuation instrumentation with the
opening setpoin -1.+ psid@y performance of a:

DRynueu. H|Nu.s CourAninwr },e f- - /. o ce, c. o

a) CHANNEL CHECK at least once per 4 hours,

b) CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at least once per 31 dsys, and

c) CHANNEL CALIBRATION at least once per 18 months.

Note 1: Until restart after the first refueling outage, the following
requirements shall apply:

3.6.5

c. With the position indicator of an OPERABLE drywell post-LOCA isolation
valve for a vacuum breaker inoperable, verify the isolation valve to be
closed at least once per 24 hours by local indication. Otherwise declare
the isolation valve inoperable. -

| 4.6.5.b.1 ,.
,

b. Verifying the position indicator for the vacuum breaker isolation valve,

'

OPERABLE by observing'espected valve movement during the cycling test.

4.6.5.b.2 -

At least once per 18 months by:

a) Verifying the pressure differential required to open the vacuum
breaker, from the closed position, to be less than or equal to $

P
_

1.0 psid,bj e:: ef :n :;ete:!::t teet e f;5t end !::: :- er g

Qth: ::: = tr::i:r, and 1
*

,

, o

b) Verifying the iosition indicator far the vacuum breaker isolation 9

valve OPERABLE 3y performance of a CHANNEL CALIBRATION.

.

GRAND GULF-UNIT 1 3/4 6-45a
~
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3- (GGHS~ 104, 3 3+ )

. CONTAlletENT SYSTEMS

ORYWELL PURGE SYSTEM

t'IMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION
l
,

3.6.7.3 Two independent drywell purge system subsystems shall be OPERABLE.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS I and 2.

ACTION:

With one drywell purge system subsystem inoperable, restore the inoperable
subsystem to OPERABLE status within 30 days or be in at least NOT SHUTDOWN
within the next 12 hours.

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS Continued

4.6.7.3 Each drywell purge system subsystem shall be demonstrated OPERABLE:

a. At least once per 92 days by:
(,

1. Starting the subsystem from the control room, and

2. Verifying that the system operates for at least 15 minutes.

b. At least once per 18 months by:

Verifying a subsystem flow rate of at least N cfm during k|1.
subsystem operation for at least 15 minutes. p

| *

1 Verifying the pressure differential required to open the vacuum2.'

breakers on the drywell purge compressor discharge lines,
from the closed position, to be less than or equal to 1.0 psid.

Verifying the OPERABILITY of the drywell purge compressor dischargec. line vacuum breaker isolation valve differential pressure actuation
|

instrumentation with an opening setpoint of '.0 F6 ,o r,M by performancepsid (DRywatt._

| t.o

| of a: MIMua GwcrMN-
Han)

1. CHANNEL CHECK at least once per 24 hours, ,

,

l 2. CNANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at least once per 31 days, and1

3. CHANNEL CALIBRATION at least once per 18 months.

('

;

GRAND GULF-UNIT 1 3/4 6-59
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4. (GGNS - 194):

_ SUBJECT: Technical Specification Tables 2.2.1-1 and 3.3.4.2-2, pages 2-4
and 3/4 3-41.

DISCUSSION: The subject Technical Specification Tables contain Trip
Setpoints and Allowable Values for the turbine stop
valve-closure and the turbine control valve-fast closure. The
turbine stop valve closure trip anticipates the pressure,
neutron flux, and heat flux increases that would result from
closure of the stop valves. With a trip setting of greater
than or equal to 40 psig, the resultant increase in heat flux
is such that adequate thermal margins are maintained during the
worst case' transient assuming the turbine bypass valves fail to
open. This stop valve trip fluid setting of greater than or
equal to 40 psig also inputs to the End-Of-Cycle Recirculation
Pump Trip (EOC-RPT) which is part of the Reactor Protection
System-(RPS) and is an essential supplement to the reactor

i trip. The EOC-RPT system trips both recirculation pumps,
reducing coolant flow in order to reduce the void collapse in

'

the core during closure of the turbine stop valves and fast
closure of the turbine control valves. The proposed change to
the turbine stop valve-closure Allowable Value is from the
present greater.than or equal to O psig to greater than or
equal to 37 psig. The present Allowable Value of 0 psig was
based on the. lowest pressure the trip fluid could reach. The
proposed Allowable Value is calculated from the setpoint of 40
psig and considers instrument accuracy and drift.

The turbine control valve fast closure trip anticipates the
pressure, neutron flux, and heat flux increase that could
result from fast closure of the turbine control valves due to
load rejection coincident with failure of the turbine bypass
valves. The RPS initiates a trip when fast closure of the

i~ control valves is initiated by a low Electro Hydraulic Control
(EHC) fluid pressure in the control valve of greater than or

! equal to 44.3 psig. This trip signal also inputs to the
EOC-RPT. The proposed change to the turbine control valve fast
closure Allowable Value is from the present. greater than or
equal to 41 psig to greater than or equal to 42 psig. The;

proposed change is based on calculations that consider.

! instrument drift and accuracy subtracted from the Trip
i Setpoint.

The proposed change to Technical Specification Tables 2.2.1-1
and 3.3.4.2-2 adds a note to indicate that-the stated setpoints
for turbine stop valve-closure and turbine control valve-fast

,

closure are initial setpoints. Final setpoint to be determined'

! during startup test program. Any required change to this
setpoint shall be submitted to the Commission within 90 days of
test completion.

JUSTIFICATION: The proposed change to the turbine stop valve-closure trip
Allowable Value from greater than or equal to 0 psig to greater
than or equal to 37 psig reflects possible instrument
inaccuracy and driftufrom the Trip Setpoint (greater than or

'C55sp6
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equal to 40 psig). The trip signal is detected by pressure
transmitters and sent to the RPS through pressure indicating
switches. The accuracy of the pressure transmitter is 0.5% of
span (0-200 psig) and the assumed drift is 0.5% of span. The
accuracy (includes drif t) for the pressure indicated switch is
0.2% of span (0-200 psig) . The Techneial Specification
Allowable Value is then determined as follows:

Allowable Value = Setpoint - Accuracy - Drift

= 40 - 1-1 .4
= 37.6 psig,

The Allowab1ve Value was rounded down to 37 psig. The RPS
design specification requires detection of turbine stop valve
closure motion before the valve is more than 10% closed or 70
milliseconds after start of valve closure, whichever comes
first. The Trip Setpoint and Allowablve Value ensures that
this response time is met.

1

The proposed change to the turbine control valve fast closure
Allowablve Value from greater than or equal to 41 psig to
greater than or equal to 42 psig reflects possible instrument

,
' accuracy and drift from the Trip Setpoint (greater than or

equal to 44.3 psig) . The calculation of the Allowable Value
was performed in the manner discussed above for the stop
valves. The RPS design specification requires initiation of a
trip within_70 milliseconds after actual start of control valve
fast closure. The Trip Setpoint and Allowablve Value ensures
that this response time is met.

Since the Trip Setpoints are initial calculated values, startup
| testing will determine actual system response times and if

changes are required to the setpoints, these changes will be
submitted to the NRC within 90 days of test completion.

SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION:

The proposed change to the turbine stop valve closure and
turbine control valve fast closure Allowable Values constitutes
a more stringent control of the Trip Setpoints that provide
input to the RPS. The proposed changes to the Allowable Values

,

| are calculated from the Trip Setpoint and consider instrument
-accuracy and drift. The Trip Setpoints and proposed Allowable
. Values are initial setpoints that will be verified during the
startup testing and changes proposed to the NRC, if required.
The Trip Setpoints and proposed Allowable Values are within the
response time requirements by General Electric for'RPS signal
inputs. These changes do not cause a significant increase in
the probability or consequences of an accident previously
evaluated nor do they create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously,

' evaluated. These changes do not represent a significant
-

reduction in the margin of safety provided by the turbine stop
valve-closure or turbine control valve fast closure Trip

Setpoints. Therefore, these changes do not constitute a
significant hazards consideration.

C55sp7
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TABLE 2.2.1-1
*

REACTOR PROTECTION SYSTEM INSTRUENTATION SETPOINTS *

C1 .

I '

ALLOWABLE
FUNCTIONAL UNIT TRIP SETPOINT VALUES-

S .

G; 1. Intenuediate Range Monitor, Neutron Flux-High 1 120/125 divisions 1 122/125 divisions
j of full scale of full sca.1q'

q Average Power Range Monitor:2.

w a. Neutron Flux-High, Setdown i 15% of RATED 1 20% of RATED
THERMAL POWER THEMAL POWER

b. Flow Biased Simulated Thermal Power-High
1) Flow Biased 1 0.66 W+485, with 1 0.66 W+51%, with

a maximum of a maximum of
2) High Flow Clamped 1 111.0% of RATED 1 113.0K of RATED

THERMAL POWER THERMAL POWER

c. Neutron Flux-High < 118% of RATED < 1205 of RATED
~ THERMAL POWEk THElW44L POWER y

' 7 d. Inoperative MA NA g 8 q* /064.7 OT9 7 L q

N3. Reactor Vessel Steam Dome Pressure - High 5 406& psig i1906psig)
4. Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 3 >11.4lnchesabove > 10.8 M s above

~

instrument zero* instrument zero"
5. Reactor Vessel Water Level-High, Level 8 < 53.5 inches above < 54.1 inches above

instrument zero* ~ instrument zero"
6. Main Steam Line Isolation Valve - Closure 1 6% closed i 7% closed
7. Main Steam Line Radiation - High 1 3.0 x full power 1 3.6 x full power ,+

background background q
8. Drywell Pressure - High 1 1.73 psig i 1.93 psig h
9. Scram Discharge Volume Water Level - High < 6dE of full scale <6 of full scale 2.

10. Turbine Stop Valve - Closure [40psig** k.4rpsig Y

Trip 011 Pressure - Low 1 44.3 psig4M
42 $11. Turbine Control Valve Fast Closure,

1-41- psig 4
*12. Reactor Mode Switch Shutdown Position MA NA

'
13. Manual Scram NA NA

f

"See Bases Figure B 3/4 3-1.

t * L: hm/ Se/pe:4. r;n=1 Sefp.;d f. be deferc0ned dor;ug sla.-f up Ye sh pro 3 cam. Aay re9u: red
c_k=qes to +k.s se.1 point sk n be_ s u bmA\eck 4o %.eQ 3g,w m. h god 9 o -(tesf cog eh oo.l
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4. (66NS 1.94)INSTRUMENTATION

TABLE 3.3.4.2-2

END-OF-CYCLE RECIRCULATION PUMP TRIP SYSTEM SETPOINTS

'

TRIP ALLOWABLE

TRIP FUNCTION SETPOINT VALUE

37. 4
1. Turbine Stop Valve - Closure 140 psig% 1 g psig

#2, g2. Turbine Control Valve - Fast g
Closure 1 44.3 psig 1ATpsig

s

.

e

4 pp,a sdyo.gt mm\ setv.'. A += be. de}em'ae A dor: 3
- '

d.A sp bt prova.e . Auy re7o; red c_L ~9 e h., %s'

sei p.; of s La\ be. so b % e,.4 % -w.e h. ss. oo m., g90 da.ys o f tes,t comp (d,w .

GRAND GULF-UNIT 1 3 4 3-41
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5. (GGNS - 305, 745)'

SUBJECT: . Technical Specifications 4.8.1.1.2.a.5 and 4.8.1.1.2.d.9, pages
3/4 8-3 and 3/4 8-6.

DISCUSSION: Specification 4.8.1.1.2.a.5 presently requires load testing of
diesel generators 11, 12, and 13 to greater than or equal to
50% of continuous load rating on a frequency as specified in
Table 4.8.1.1.2-1 (no less often than once per 31 days). This
test requires the diesel' generators to start, synchronize onto
the bus, and reach 50% lead in lecs than or equal to 60 seconds
and to operate with these loads for at least 60 minutes. The
proposed change to the specification would increase the loading
of the diesel generators during the above testing to greater
than or equal to the maximum load each could experience on
associated emergency buses for the design basis diesel
generator loading accident (LOCA with loss of offsite power).
The maximum load diesel generator 11 or 12 could see during
this accident was calculated by adding the loads that are
automatically sequenced on the buses to those that could be
manually placed on the buses by operator action during the
accident. The basis for loads that are automatically sequenced
onto diesel generators 11 and 12 is found on FSAR tables 8.3-1

, and 8.3-2. These two tables are presently being revised and
' the FSAR will be changed to reflect a LOCA load of 4774 KW for
;- diesel generator 11 and 4289 KW for diesel generator 12. The

loads that can be manually added by operator action are 1274 KW
for diesel generator 11 and 1572 KW for diesel generator 12.
Therefore, the total loads both automatically sequenced on and
manually added by operator action are 6048 KW for diesel
generator 11 and 5861 KW for diesel generator 12. The
continous rating for Diesel Generators 11 and 12 is 7000 KW.
Therefore, the maximum possible LOCA load that could be placed
on Diesel Generator 11 represents 86.4% of continuous rating,
while that on Diesel Generator 12 represents 83.7% of continous

i rating. The proposed Technical Specification change
!

conservatively requires testing of Diesel Generator 11 and 12
per Technical Specification 4.8.1.1.2.a.5 to 90% of continuous
rating.

For diesel generator 13 the correct total LOCA load is shown on
FSAR Table 8.3-3 as 2953 KW, The continous rating for Diesel
Generator 13 is 3300 KW. The total LOCA load therefore,
represents 89.5% of continous rating. The proposed Technical
Specification change conservatively requires testing of Diesel
Generator 13 per Technical Specification 4.8.1.1.2.a.5 to 95%
of continous load rating.

,

Specification 4.8.1.1.2.d.9 presently requires diesel generator
testing on an 18 month frequency to consist of running the
diesel for 24 hours. The first two hours of this test, the
diesel generators are loaded to 110% of continuous rating and
for the remaining 22 hours they are loaded at 100% of
continuous ratihg. The proposed Technical Specification change
requires loading the Diesel Generators 11 and 12 to 100% of

|
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continous rating for the first 2 hours of the test and 90% of
continous rating-for the remaining 22 hours. These loadings
correspond to 116% and 104%, respectively, of the maximum total
LOCA loads for Diesel Generator 11; and 119% and 107%,
respectively, for Diesel Generator 12. The proposed Technical
Specification change also requires loading Diesel Generator 13
to 105% of continous rating for the first 2 hours of the test
and to 95% of continous rating the remaining 22 hours. These
loadings correspond to 117% and 106%, respectively of the

' maximum total LOCA load for Diesel Generator 13. The diesel
generator loading for the 18 month test would then be as
follows:

First 2 Hours Remaining 22 Hours

% Of % Of
Maximum % Of Maximum % Of

,

Diesel LOCA Continous LOCA Continous
Generator Load Ratings KW Load Ratings KW

~

11 116 100 7000 104 90 6300
12 119 -100 7000 107 90 6300
13 117 105 3465 106 95 3125

,

JUSTIFICATION: The diesel generators at Grand Gulf have load carrying capacity
in excess of that which is required for a LOCA with loss of
offsite power. The capacity of the diesel generators is also
in excess of those loads that are automatically sequenced on
during a LOCA with loss of offsite power plus those loads that
an operator could manually place on the diesel generators.

| Testing the diesel generators to ensure load carrying
capability in excess of the maximum potential load meets the
intent of Regulatory Guide 1.108. Testing to demonstrate load
capabilities significantly in excess of the most severe loading
for the diesel generators following the LOCA'and loss of
offsite power could cause degradation of the system due to wear
on the equipment brought about by unnecessarily exceeding the'

continuous rating. This potential degration could decrease'

the availability of the diesel generators.

' Using FSAR Tables 8.3-1, 8.3-2 and 8.3-3 to determine loads for
a LOCA adds a measure of conservatism to the calculations.
Most of the loads in the tables are from manufacturers
nameplate data and do not reflect actual bus loads. The actual
bus loads determined during startup were generally much lower
than nameplate ratings.

-The proposed changes accurately reflect testing that will
1 demonstrate operability of the diesel generators in regard to

maximum accident loading.

C55sp9
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SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION:

The proposed Technical Specification changes increase the
required loading on the diesel generators for the required 30
day test to levels consistent with the intent of Regulatory
Guide 1.108. With respect to the 18 month test, the proposed
changes require loadings, expressed as a precentage of the
maximum LOCA plus loss of offsite power loads on the diesel
generators, consistent with the intent of Regulatory Guide
1.108 while avoiding loading the diesel to levels which could
potentially cause unnecessary wear. These Technical
Specification changes, therefore, represent a modification to
better reflect actual plant design, including diesel generator
sizing, and to assure compliance with the intent of Regulatory
Guide 1.108. There are no reductions in margin of safety. The
probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated
-is not increased nor is the possibility of a new or different
kind of accident from any accident previously evaluated
created. Thus the proposed change to the Technical
Specification does not involve any significant hazards
consideration.

NOTE: Technical Specification page changes marked with a PCOL number
and circled are changes that were previously submitted to the
NRC.-

.
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMSg4

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS
s

4.d.i.1.1 Each of the above required independent circuits between,the offsite
transmission network and the onsite Class IE distribution systas shall be:

;

I a. . Determined OPERA 8LE at least once per 7 days by verifying correct
,

breaker alignments and indicated power availability, and'
t

b. Demonstrated OPERA 8LE at least once per 18 months during shutdown by D'

transferring, manually xd st: :t'n",, unit power supply from the $)
,

|

normal circuit to the alternate circuit. /
*

4.8.1.5.2 Each of the above required diesel generators shall be demonstrated
OPERA 8LE:

a. In accordance with the frequency specified in Table 4.8.1.1.2-1 en a
STAGGERED TEST BASIS by:

1. Verifying the fuel level in the day tank.
2. Verifying the fuel level in the fuel storage tank.

I 3. Verifying the fuel transfer pump starts and transfers fuel from
the storage system to the day tank.

4. Verifying the diesel starts from ambient condition and accelerates
to at least 441 rys for diesel generators 11 and 12 and 882 rps
for diesel generator 13 in less than or equal to 10 seconds. The ,y

( generator voltane a frequency shall be 4160 1 416 volts and onn
Iy;so( 30 1 1.2 Hz withi seconds after the start signal. The diesel_m

generator shall be arted for this test by using one of the
following signals: L$
a) Manual.

b) Simulated loss of offsite power by itself.

c) Simulated loss of offsite power in conjunction with an ESF
actuation test signal.

d) An E5F actuation test signal by itself.

5. Verifying the diesel generator is synchronized, loaded to greater
than or equal to g kW for diesel generators 11 and 12 and |

3fM-g669-kW for diesel generator 13 in less than or equal to 60 seconds,|
and operates ,with these loads for at least 60 minutes.

6. Verifying the diesel generator is aligned to provide standby
power to the associated emergency busses.

7. Verifying the pressure in all diesel generator air start receivers
.

to be greater than or equal to:-

' a) 160 psig for diesel generator 11 and 12, and -

b) 175 psig for diesel generator 13.
At least once per 31 days and after each operation of the diesel whereb.
the period of operation was greater than or equal to 1 hour by checking
for and removing accumulated water from the day fuel tanks.

GRAND GULF-UNIT 1 3/4 3-3
*
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d (6GNS-So5,74 5)ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued)

9. Verifying the diesel generator operates for at least 24 hours.
During the first 2 hours of this test, the diesel generator shall
be loaded to greater than or equal toMW for diesel een 788o

346r erators 11 and 12 andM W for diesel generav.or 13 and during 3l35,

T,ne remaining zz hours of this test, the diesel generator s,hal
63cto be loaded taf000 W for diesel generators 11 and 12 and g y

for diesel gbnerator 13. The generator voltage and frequency
yhgshall be 4160 t 416 volts and 60 1 1.2 Hz with giseconds afteri

4 "f
.~ lthe start signal; the steady state generator voltage and frequency

shall be maintained within these limits during this test. Within
5 minutes after completi this 24-hour test, perform Surveillance
Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.d a).2) and b).2)*. N

I;

10. Verifying that the auto-connected loads to each diesel generator g
do not exceed the continuous rating of 7000 kW for diesel o

Hgenerators 11 and 12 and 3300 W for diesel generator 13.

11. Verifying the diesel generator's capability to:
,

a) Synchronize with the offsite power source while the generator
is loaded with its emergency loads upon a simulated
restoration of offsite power,

b) Transfer its loads to the offsite power source, and

c) Be restored to its standby status.

12. Verify'ing that with the diesel generator operating in a test
mode and connected.to its bus that a simulated ECCS actuation'

* * -signal:

a) For Divisions 1 and 2, overrides the test mode by return-
ing the diesel generator to standby operation. .

b) For Division 3, overrides the test mode by bypassing the
diesel generator automatic trips per "eveillance Require-
ment 4.8.1.1.2.d.8.b).

, 13. Verifying that with all diesel generator air start receivers
pressurized to less than or equal to 256 psig and the compres-

p sors secured, the diesel generator starts at least 5 times from
ambient conditions and accelerates to at least 441 rps for.g

g8vN diesel generators 11 and 12 and 882 rys for diesel generator 13 o

inlessthanorequalto{ seconds.
_

a
, dIf Surveillance Requirement 4.8.1.1.2.d.4.a)2) or b)2) are not satisfactorily,

completed, it is not necessary to repeat the preceding 24 hour test. Instead, -

the diesel generator may be operated at rated load for one hour or until
operating temperatures have stabilized.

GRAND GULF-UNIT 1 3/4 8-6
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6. (GGNS - 366)

SUBJECT: Technical Specification 4.8.2.1.d.2.b. page 3/4 8-12.

DISCUSSION: Surveillance Requirement 4.8.2.1.d.2.b specifies the load
profile which the 125 volt DC Division 2 battery system must be
verified to be capable of supplying. The load profile in item
b) of this requirement should be revised as follows:

b) Division 2

2 427 amperes for the first 60 seconds
2 186 amperes for the next 119 minutes
Z357 amperes for the next 60 seconds
2 186 amperes for the next 118 minutes
2 243 amperes for the last 60 seconds

JUSTIFICATION: The 125 volt DC battery load requirements for Division 2 are
specified in Table 8.3-7 of the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station
Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR). To correctly reflect the
as built condition of the plant and the planned change in the
Division 2 inverter to a new class IE inverter, the
requirements in Tablo 8.3-7 will be revised in the FSAR to
reflect the loads supplied from the 125 volt DC Division 2
battery system. The proposed changes to Surveillance
Requirement 4.8.2.1.d.2.b reflect the correct 125 volt DC
Division 2 battery load profile.

In all cases, except for the last 60 seconds of the loss of AC
power transient, the revised load requirements are more severe
than the requirements contained in the current Technical
Specifications. MP&L has determined that the existing design
of the 125 volt DC Division 2 battery system is sufficient to
supply the new load profile. The Technical Specification
Surveillance Requirements for the 125 volt DC Division 2
battery load profile should be revised as shown to accurately

,

| reflect the anticipated post LOCA load profile based upon the
' installed system loads. The Division 2 battery system will be

tested to the new load profile prior to implementation of the
proposed Technical Specification change.

!

| INTERNAL INFORMATION:
I -

| Letter MPB-83/0201 provides the load profile for the 125 volt
DC Division 1 and 2 battery systems based on the assumption of
100 percent utilization of the Division 1 and 2 Westinghouse

( inverters (1Y87 and 1Y88). The actual connected loads are 77
amps less than the values based on the assumption of 100
percent utilization of the inverters.

The actual connected loads for Division I will remain below the
present Technical Specification load profile until such time
that a total additional continuous load in excess of 11.4 amps
is connected. As a result, no change is requested for Divisionj

| 1.

| C55sp11
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The actual connected loads for Division 2 will be greater than
the present Technical Specification load profile. As a result,
a change is necessary for Division.2. The proposed Technical
Specification change is based on the load profile for 100
percent utilization of the Division 2 Westinghouse inverters-

(i.e., the Division 2 Technical Specification load profile will
be 77 amps higher than the actual connected loads). Division 2
will require testing at the new load profile prior to
implementation of the proposed Technical Specification change.

SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION:

The proposed changes to the Division 2 DC load profile results
in a more stringent Surveillance Requirement than that
currently in the Technical Specifications. Therefore, these
changes do not cause a significant increase in the probability
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated nor do they
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated. These changes do not
constitute a significant hazards consideration.

.

i
,

:

.

i

'
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ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

SURVEILLANCE REQUIRENENTS (Continued)
'

\

d. At least once per 18 months, during shutdown, by verifying that either:
'

| 1. The battery capacity is adequate to supply and maintain in OPERABLE
status all of the actual emergency loads for 4 hours for Divi-

t sions 1 rad 2 and 2 hours for Division 3 when the battery is -
subjected to a battery service test, or

2. The battery capacity is adequate to supply a dummy load of the
following profile, which is verified to be greater than the

| actual emergency load, while maintaining the battery terminal
voltage greater than or equal to 105 volts.

.

a) Division 1
1 >950 amperes for the first 60 secondsi

E128amperesforthenext119 minutes
1306 amperes for the next 60 seconds
>128 amperes for the next 118 minutes
[416amperesforthelast60 seconds

b) Division 2

1 $27 Mamperes for the first 60 seconds
2186 Wamperes for the next 119 minutes
2 357 N amperes for the next 60 seconds
2186 Xamperes for the next 118 minutes'

|
2 243 g amperes for the last 60 seconds

i

; c) Division 3

176 amperes for the first 60 seconds
>16 amperes for the next 59 minutes
Eleamperesforthelast60 minutes

At least once per 60 months during shutdown by verifying that thee.
battery capacity is at least 80% of the manufacturer's rating whent

subjected to a performance discharge test. Once per 60 month
interval, this performance discharge test may be performed in lieu

-

of the battery service test.

f. Annual performance discharge tests of battery capacity shall be
given to any battery that shows signs of degradation or has reached
855 of the service life expected for the application. Degradation

i

|
1s indicated when the battery capacity drops more than 105 of rated
capacity from its averap on previous performance tests, or is below-
95 of the manufacturer s rating.

GRAND GULF-UNIT 1 3/4 8-12
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7. (GGNS - 414)

SUBJECT: Technical Specification 4.3.4.2.3, page 3/4 3-39 and BASES page
B3/4 3-3.

DISCUSSION: Technical Specification 4.3.4.2.3 presently requires
verification at least once per sixty (60) months of the time
allotted for breaker are suppression, 50 milliseconds (esec).

This 50 meec value was incorrectly referred to in the Technical
Specifications as the time " allotted for breaker are
suppression". This 50 usec time interval is the breaker
interrupting time which consists of:

- The time delay from energization of the breaker trip coil to
opening of the breaker contacts (35-45 msec) and.

- The time delay from opening of the breaker contacts to
complete suppression of the electric arc (i.e., breaker are
suppression time, 4-12 meec).

The proposed change would delete the requirement in 4.3.4.2.3
to verify the 50 usec time allotted f or breaker are suppression
at least once per 60 months, and would correct.the BASES to
reflect the appropriate breaker are suppression time of 12
maec. A change would also be made to indicate the basis for
the new proposed Surveillance Requirement 4.3.4.2.4 which
verifies that no degradation has occurred above the time
allotted for breaker are suppression of 12 msec.

Surveillance Requirement 4.3.4.2.4 will require inspection and
preventive maintenance, including a high potential test, on the
breaker vacuum interrupter in accordance with the
manufacturer's recommendation to verify that no degradation has
occurred above the 12 msee time allotted for breaker arc
suppression.

The proposed change to the BASES information in regard to the
EOC-RPT system response time clarifies that the 190 msec
response time is the total time from initiation of valve motion
to complete suppression of the breaker electric arc. The 12
maec breaker are suppression time and basis for verifying that
no degratica has occurred in the are suppression time is also
provided.

i JUSTIFICATION: The proposed change will correct the specification and bases to
l' accurately reflect the breaker are suppression requirement.

The vendor (General Electric) has performed design'and
production testing on this type of breaker (GE Model

( VB-7.2-500-12A " Power Vac") and has determined that, if
, periodic high potential testing of the vacuum interrupters is
'

satisfactory, the design value of the breaker are suppression

l
:

i
!

|
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time is still valid. Thus, adding the breaker arc suppression
time (12 msec) to the EOC-RPT system response time (190 maec)
measured from initial valve motion to opening of the breaker
main contacts results in determination of the total response
time per the associated Technical Specification definition.
The proposed change to the BASES will clarify the statement
concerning the elements included in the EOC-RPT system response
time to be consistent with the Definition 1.13 for this
response time.

INTERNAL'INFORMATION:

Vendor data also has shown a negligible time delay between
opening.of the main breaker contacts and opening of the
auxiliary contacts. The auxiliary contacts provide a
convenient measuring point.

SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION:

The proposed changes to Technical Specification 4.3.4.2.3 and
Bases page B3/4 3-3 constitute a correction and clarification.
The Technical Specification, as modified, will accurately
reflect, and require testing to verify, the breaker are
suppression time requirement as well as the total system time
response requirement. The vendor (General Electric) has
performed design and production testing on this type of breaker
(GE Model VB-7.2-500-12A " Power Vac") and has determined that,
if periodic high potential testing of the vacuum interrupters
is satisfactory, the design value of the breaker arc
suppression time is still valid. Thus, adding the breaker arc
suppression time (12 maec) to the EOC-RPT system response time
measured from initial valve motion to opening of the breaker
main contacts results in determination of the total response
time (190 msec) per the associated Technical Specification
definition. Therefore, this change to the Technical
Specification and the associated Bases does not involve a
significant reduction in margin of safety. Additionally,
neither a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated nor the
possibility of a new or a different kind of accident from the
accident previously evaluated is involved. Therefore, this
proposed change to the Technical Specification does not involve
any significant hazards consideration.

NOTE: Technical Specification page changes marked with a PCOL number
and circled are changes that were previously submitted to the
NRC.

.
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INSTRUMENTATION

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

e

4.3.4.2.1 Each end-of-cycle recirculation pump trip system instrumentation
channel shall be demonstrated OPERABLE by the performance of the CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST and CHANNEL CALIBRATION operations at the frequencies shown
in Table 4.3.4.2.1-1.

4.3.4.2.2. LOGIC SYSTEM FUNCTIONAL TESTS and simulated automatic operation of
all channels shall be performed at $ east once per 18 months.

4.3.4.2.3 The END-OF-CYCLE RECIRCUl'', TION PUMP TRIP SYSTEM RESPONSE TIME of
each trip function shown in Table 3.4.2-3 shall be demonstrated to be within
its limit at least once per 18 months. Each test shall include at least the
logic of one type of channel input, turbine control valve fast closure or
turbine stop valve closure, such that both types of channel inputs are tested
N l?as{gge per 39,yonths.].j ti ; ;'ejjed 'g{|,reeke, e.; e pp.eee*er.,

. . - . . . . . ... _., ...... . ........ .. ... . ..... r..

'f.3. V.2.f AT t. CAST once pct. 40 naryS cAut cnb-of-eyets,

/EttdttL4Ttor) $dme 721P etl.euiT' Alf4KCt. 31/4LL $C St&TccTG
TO INSPECTioM ANb PRCVfNTIVC MAINrtNANCE TO 14dLlthc A '

.
.

||t&A POTEUYtAl- TEST oN TW YAtuuht INTEllopftA 14 4mtbHcE

\ tutTH THE AIA4t4f4d70AEl$ ACCOMMENbWTIONS To YEltfsf 73Mr
'

Ho .)E6lAbArtoa H4S Meat /Eb AdovG THE TIM Attorrch Fue
glEWEl ARL SufplE5SION, |2 MSEC.,

|
|

I

;
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( INSTRUMENTATION 7, h6D 4|k)
! BASES '

|

| RECIRCULATION PUMP TRIP ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION (Continued) ,

featture will function are closure of the turbine stop valves and fast closure
,

of the turbine control valves.|

A fast closure sensor from each of two turbine control valves prov! des
! input to the E0C-RPT system; a fast closure sensor from each of the other two

turbine control valves provides input to the second EOC-RPT system. Similarly,
a closure sensor for each of two turbine stop valves provides input to one
EOC-RPT system; a closure sensor from each of the other two stop valves provides
input to the other E0C-RPT system. For each EOC-RPT system, the sensor relay

i contacts are arranged to form a 2-out-of-2 logic for the fast closure of turbine
| control valves and a 2-out-of-2 logic for the turbine stop valves. The operation

of either logic will actuate the E0C-RPT system and trip both recirculation pumps.'

Each E0C-RPT system may be manually bypassed by use of a keyswitch which is
administrative 1y controlled. The manual bypasses and the automatic Operating
Bypa,ss at less than 40% of RATED THERMAL POWER are annunciated in the control
room.

The E0C-RPT system response time is the time assumed in the analysis
between initiation of valve motion and complete suppression of the electric

Larc, i.e., 190 ms,A ::: th: ti;; :llett;d f. a etert of :stier, ef the step vel.e
9 _. __._ .._ __. ._. velve "rt!' t M : rcer re hy centert e g;!yi m tM 'r;tt t

$N5?$5 F5!55!!iS_5!15ii!!?t)1515_ 5' N _)5 9 8 5_$ ?; f '$$5 U 5[
_

_ , _". ". 7. L. I ' U. "..' .' !. ' ". E"_ i. !.!. . "'""" ' ''' '",' ' ' ' " ' '"' '" ?. ". .' , " E. . . *. 7, .A.'2. ' ""_.".'!?. ' I ' "',". ."#i .

|
.... . , . . , . . . .. . . _ ._

Operation with a trip set less conservative than its Trip Setpoint but
within its specified Allowable Value is acceptable on the basis that the ,-)y
difference between each Trip Setpoint and the Allowable Value is equal to or

g,hy
,

pc.de 4ess than the drift allowance assumed for each trip in the safety analyses.
3/4.3.5 REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION &c

The reactor core isolation cooling system actuation instrumentation is
.

provided to initiate actions to assure adequate core cooling in the event of|
reactor isolation from its primary heat sink and the loss of feedwater flow to
the reactor vessel without providing actuation of any of the emergency core,

cooling equipment.|
! Operation with a trip set less conservative than its Trip Setpoint but

(g \within its specified Allowable Value is acceptable on the basis that the
difference between each Trip Setpoint and the Allowable Value is equal to or

Ire ter. 4ess. than the drift allowance assumed for each trip in the safety analyses. f,d.|=e
3/4.3.6 CONTROL R00 BLOCK INSTRUMENTATION $

*
The control rod block functions are provided consistent with the require-

ments of the specifications in Section 3/4.1.4, Control Rod Program Controls
and Section 3/4.2 Power Distribution Limits. The trip logic is arranged so

( that a trip in any one of the inputs will result in a control rod block.
0peration with a trip set less conservative than its Trip Setpoint but

within its specified Allowable Value is acceptable on the basis that the
difference between each Trip Setpoint and the Allowable Value is equal to or .d t

grea.dar 4ess, than the drift allowance assumed for each trip in the safety analyses. %'E.

GRAND GULF-UNIT 1 B 3/4 3-3L
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SUBJECT: Technical Specification Tables 3.3.2-1.2.e and 4.3.2.1-1.2.e,
pages 3/4 3-10, 3/4 3-14, and 3/4 3-23.

DISCUSSION: Technical Specification Table 4.3.2.1-1 item 2.e. Condenser
Vacuum-Low, requires surveillance tests to be performed in
OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2**, and 3**. The "**" note requires

i the surveillances for OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 2 and 3 to be
performed when reactor steam pressure is greater than or equal
to 1045 psig and/or any turbine stop valve is open.
Specification 3.4.6.2 requires reactor steam dome pressure to
be less than 1045 psig for OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1 and 2. The
"**" note on Table 4.3.2.1-1 is in conflict with the

! requirements of specification 3.4.6.2 for OPERATIONAL
'

CONDITION 2. There is no interlock on the Condenser Vacuum Low
Trip fun'etion, therefore, this trip function may be manually
bypassed regardless of turbine stop valve position. The
proposed change will remove the exceptions to performing the
Surveillance Requirements on the Condenser Vacuum - Low trip
function in OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 2 and 3. The proposed "**"
note to table 4.3.2.1-1 should read as follows:

"** The low condenser vacuum MSIV closure may be manually'

bypassed when condenser vacuum is below the Trip Setpoint
to allow opening the MSIV's during reactor shutdown or for
reactor startup. The manual bypass will be removed when
condenser vacuum exceeds the Trip Setpoint."

,

The proposed "**" note specifies in the Technical
Specifications the limits on bypassing the condenser vacuum-low
MSIV Trip Setpoint and ensures that the trip function is in
place when needed for Group.1 valve isolation.

For consistency, the proposed change adds the new "**", note
to the Condenser Vacuum - Low trip function on Table 3.3.2-1.
The new "**" note would apply to OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 2 and 3
for the Condenser Vacuum - Low Trip Function on Table 3.3.2-1.

JUSTIFICATION: The present "**" note on Table 4.3.2.1-1 is in conflict with
specification 3.4.6.2 concerning maximum reactor steam dome
pressure in OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2. The proposed change will
remove the exceptions (only when reactor steam dome pressure is
greater than 1045 psig and/or turbine stop valves are open in

| OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 2 and 3) to performing the Surveillance
' Requirements on the Condenser Vacuum - Low Trip function in

OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 2 and 3.
.

The proposed change will specify when the condenser vacuum -
low MSIV trip function can be bypassed and when this trip
function must be in operation to perform its design intent.

1

;
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SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION:

The proposed change to the Technical Specification removes
exceptions to performing the Surveillance Requirements on the
Condenser Vacuum - Low Main Steam Line Isolation trip function.
In addition, a requirement is added which assures that the
manual by-pass of this trip function is removed when the Trip
Setpoint is exceeded so that the design function of this
feature is properly enabled. As these changes constitute
additional restrictions not presently included in.the Technical
Specification, they do not involve any significant hazards

,

considerations.

NOTE: Technical Specification page changes marked with a PCOL number
and circled are changes that were previously submitted to the
NRC.

,

|

.

|

|
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TABLE 3.3.2-1
m .

.

j f ISOLATION ACTUATION INSTRUNENTATI0ld
,

S VALVE GROUPS MINIIG21 APPLICABLE
G; OPERATED BY OPERABLE CHMOIELS OPERATIONAL

g TRIP FINICTION SIGNAL (a) PER TRIP SYSTEM (b) CONDITION ACTION ,
,

; Q 1. PRIMARY CONTAllOIENT ISOLATION
' " a. Reactor Vessel Water Level-
; Low Low, Level 2 6,7,8,10(c)(d) 2 1, 2, 3 and # 20

b. Drywell Pressure - High 5, 6, 7, 9(c)(d) 2 1,2,3 20

2 ') 1, 2, 3 and * 21 &Ic. Containment and Drywell 7

| w$PVentilation Exhaust
Radiation - High M g h 13

D
d. Manual Initiation 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 2h 1, 2, 3 and *# 22 |j ww

| A
2. MAIN STEAM LIIIE ISOLATIONi w

|
'

. . , a. Reactor Vessel Water Level-
J Low Low Low, Level 1 1, 5 2 1,2,3 20*

h. Main Steam Line
; Radiation - High 1,10(f) 2 1/ti= 1,2,3 23

i c. Main Steam Line ?
! Pressues - Low 1 2.1/ tin 1 24
i d. Main Steam Line GI8) hi Flow - High 1 2A4ee 1 , 2 ,*3 , 23

i e. Condenser Vacuus - Low 1 2 1, 2', f 23 3,
f. Main Steam Line Tunnel w'

Temperature - High 1 2 y1,2,3 23
g. Main Steam Line Tunnel g

i & Temp.- High 1 2 1,2,3 23 m
h. Manual Initiation 1, 5, 10 2/ group- 1,2,3 22 ] w

CA'

,
,

! M
i q.

D
1



.

: b* 5- 7623 677 97,fo3,3.

2U, 30,331,337,* , .

INSTRWENTATION TABLE 3.3.M-1 (Continued) 392 436,4 4
'

ISOLATION ACTUAT
;0N INSTRWENTATION 60;72/p72,1

.

AGTION,

TBe in at least NOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours and in COLD SWTDOWACTION 20 -
'within the next 24 hours.
Closetheaffectedsystemisolationvalve(s)withinoNehour

ACTION 21 -
er:

In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1, 2, or 3 be in at least NOT
SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD $NUTDOWp}a

a.
PrM*#fwithin the following 24 hours. RE ALTERATIONS,

>

In Operational Condition *, suspe ontainment and k'
*

I
.

b. handling of irradiated fuel in the-

operations with a potential for draining the reactor
vessel. f

Restore the manual initiation function to OPERABLE status within|
48 hours or be in at least HOT SHUTDOW within the next 12 hoursI ACTION 22 -

'y 4 and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.
#

9g Se in at least STARTUP with the associated isolation valves closed
;

l

fd d ACTION 23 within 5 hours or be in at least NOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours|
-

I$,.3 , and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours. |

; | U $ ACTION 24 Se in at least STARTUP within 5 hours.
'

-

Estabitsh SECONDARY CONTAIWENT INTEGRITY with the staney gas |j % ACTION 25
|. treatment system operating within one hour.

-

Restore the manual initiation function to 0PERABLE status,,

within 8 hours or close the affected system isolation valveswithin the next hour and declare the affected system inoperable.|8 rs o ACTION 26
,-

||d
gn}y} ACTION 27 Close the affected system isolation valves within one hour

j . .3 and declare the affected system inoperable.
-

'.

Lock the affected system isolation valves closed within one hourc+

f ( ,$ ACTION 28 lare the affected system inoperable.
-

g g f,, 3y p rifne,ry er sacude cy
a

h d;
:({ ontainment and during CORE |k

RT,[1 *I' j ..
When handling irradiated fuel inALTERATIONS and operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel.( 4Y*

| 0 (v. E"'
9

During CORE ALTERATIONS and operations with a potential for draining the
, [g(I #13

A channel may be placed in an inoperable status for up to 2 hours forsee Specification 3.5.4, Table 3.5.4-1 for valves in each valve group.
reactor vessel.d

| f j y* ((a)
.

'

. required surveillance without placing the trip system in the tripped con-dition provided at least one other OPERABLE channel in the same trip system
b)go eI

']]L)8
9,

33'| is monitoring that parameter.W Also actuates the staney gas treatment system. isolation
p M J (d)' Also actuates the control room emergency flitration system in the*$i

e (c)0 (1t -
.

W , _ "8' '' *?'''t!'" .. _ m . _ , _
. _ , _ . __._._.m

Alse M Ps'and isolaUs~the M anicai vac h pumps I ~
'

% fa) A channel is OPERABLE if 2 of 4 instruments in that channel are OPERABLE.
'

Ch) "Also actuates secondary containment ventilation isolation despers andiwM:

IM8fT valves per Table 3.5.5.2-1. ^ ' g 'v 1 (~Mt
'

RWCUMs stem Sh' he.A Gbv$33-F004 H5-ml,4j33#ul
,

.#.

'8 % a.4 ,s. % A n '=e/ g gi
Abseson1k,gg%, d

s4
C1(1) G . Tr g

<-N -5** h My ' g S4eas w h % 6 .v. ej k %.:fuy)

um -eet = ~

I
- . _ . _ -___ _ __ - - _ . --.
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TABLE 4.3.2.1-1 (Continued) -

cs

C ' '

g ISOLATION ACTUATION INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIRENENTS

8
!;; CHANNEL OPERATIONAL

CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL CHANNEL CONDITIONS IN WHICH

k' TRIP FUNCTION CHECK TEST CALIBRATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIRED
,

4 -e
H 6. RHR SYSTEM ISOLATION

a. RHR Equipment Room Ambient
Temperature - High S M R 1,2,3

b. RHR Equipment Room
A Temp. - High S M R 1,2,3

c. Reactor Vessel Water Level -,

Low, level 3 S M R 1, 2, 3

d. Reactor Vessel (RHR Cut-in4 w
> Permissive) Pressure - High S M R 1,2,3

Y e. Drywell Pressure - High 5 M R 1,2,3

N ") NA 1,2,3I0 f. Manual Initiation NA

- <-

gpr. mary or- ,
''When handling irradiated fuel in thehecondary containment and during CORE ALTERATIONS and operations g uw
with a potential for draining the reactor vessel.

* yk
**": Merter ste pmsse-- s la*5 psi; s 8/er r-" te+!-- st-- ee%e is - r-

I #0uring CORE ALTERATION and operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel. h
(a) Manual initiation switches shall be tested at least once per 18 months during shutdown. All other m'

circuitry associated with manual initiation shall receive a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST at least.once E
Vper 31 days as part of circuitry required to be tested for automatic system isolation. I(b) Each train or logic channel shall be tested at least every other 31 days. ~

CA

+5 The hw co-4,aa- raeven n sr v c/osa<e may se m a ,, yy hyp ,,,,, w s arv c a~ do wga,. kvoc- ,a s,. . ,.... , a , - , n ,,,,6 - a - n , ,,. ,, s <,. ,, , ,, a

N actor Sfayg , M *f gr feac >*we 1ryo.f up , y-f g ,, ,,, ,, f y,,,, ,,, ,, f , ,,,
r

**'e Va c eun exe f./r x'Ae &p se+p ,, 4
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9. (GGNS - 583)

SUBJECT: Technical Specification 4.1.3.2.b, page 3/4 1-7.

DISCUSSION: Specification 4.1.3.2.b requires demonstration of maximum
insertion time of control rods through measurement with reactor
coolant pressure greater than or equal to 950 psig for
specifically affected individual control rods following
maintenance on or modification to the control rod or :ontrol
rod drive system which could affect the scram insertion time of
those specific _ control rods. The requirement is in conflict
with Specification 4.0.4, which requires the surveillance to be
completed prior to entering the OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS for the
Limiting Condition for Operation. Entry into OPERATIONAL
CONDITION 2 should be allowed to scram time test those rods
that have had maintenance or modifications that could affect
scram insertion times.

JUSTIFICATION: In order to perform the surveillance requirements of
Specification 4.1.3.2.b reactor coolant presstwe must be
greater than or equal to 950 psig. This proposed change will
allow the reactor to enter OPERATIONAL CONDITION 2 and obtain
greater than or equal to 950 psig to meet testing requirements.
Entry into OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1 would still be prohibited
until the applicable surveillance requirements have been met
and the operability of the control rods or control rod drive
system has been demonstrated.

SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION:

The proposed change relaxes the provisions of Specification
4.0.4 so that the plant conditions necessary to satisfy the
intent of Technical Specification 4.1.3.2.b can be achieved.
The Standard Technical Specifications in several areas
indicates it is acceptable to relax the provisions of
Specification 4.0.4 so that an OPERATIONAL CONDITION can be
entered to achieve the plant conditions necessary to satisfy
the intent of surveillance requirements. Therefore this change
to the Technical Specification'does not involve a significant
reduction in a margin of safety. Additionally, as this change
allows for the satisfaction of the intent of the surveillance,
neither a significant increase in~the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated nor the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated is involved. Therefore, this
proposed change to the Technical Specifications does not
involve any significant hazards considerations.

NOTE: Technical Specification page changes marked with a"PCOL number
and circled are changes that were previously submitted to the
NRC.
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REACTIVITY CONTROL SYSTEMS

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION (Continued)

ACTION: (Continued) ,

b. , With a " slow" control rod (s) not satisfying ACTION a.l g , above:
1. Declare the " slow" control rod (s) inoperable, and y j

2. Perform the Surveillance Requirements of Specification 4.1.3.2.c at
least once per 60 days when operation is continued with three or
more " slow" control rods declared inoperable.

Otherwise, be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours.
With the maximum scram insertion time of one or more control rods exceedingc.
the maximum scram insertion time limits of Specification 3.1.3.2 as deter-
mined by Specification 4.1.3.2.c, operation may continue provided that:

1. " Slow" control rods, i.e. , those which exceed the limits of
Specification 3.1.3.2, do not make up more than 20% of the 10% sample-

of control rods tested.
-

2. Each of these " slow" control rods satisfies the limits of ACTION a.1.
3. The eight adjacent control rods surroundir., each " slow" control rod

are:

a) Demonstrated through measurement within 12 hours to satisfy the
maximum scram insertion time limits of Specification 3.1.3.2,
and

b) OPERABLE.

4. The total number of " slow" control rods, as determined by
Specification 3.1.3.2.c, when added to the sum of ACTION a.3, as
determined by Specification 4.1.3.2.a and b, does not exceed 7.

Otherwise, be in at least H0T SHUTDOWN within 12 hours.
~

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

The maximum insertion time of the control rods shall be demonstrated4.1.3.2
through measurement with reactor coolant pressure greater than or equal to

| 950 psig and, during single control rod scram time tests, the control rod
,

i drive pumps isolated from the accumulators:
For all control rods prior to THERMAL POWER exceeding 40% of RATED' a.
THERMAL POWER following CORE ALTERATIONS * or after a reactor shutdown
that is greater than 120 days,
Forspecificallys.ffectedindividualcontrolrodNollowing |

b.
maintenance on or modification to the control rod or control rod
drive system which could affect the scram insertion time of those

.

specific control rods, and .

|

For at least 10% of the control rods, on a rotating basis, at leastc.
once per 120 days of POWER OPERATION.

'

"Except movement of SRM, IRM, or special removable detectors or normal control
,

rod movege,t.n
not m .W U<. k a Nryla i r%* povome s of s a<iFonis. % o.4e avs

oc u ^ orgMAr2*HAL coNDEDETTbH 3. provided #:s suv va llis me.a. Es

e n f stad y nIor To aniTky Ento OPEMkrsoNA L CONbCTZoey I.I
_

! GRAND GULF-UNIT 1 3/4 1-7
|
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10. (GGNS - 723)

SUBJECT: Technical Specification Table 3.3.7.1-1, pages 3/4 3-56 and 3/4
3-58.

DISCUSSION:- 'The'present Table 3.3.7.1-1.6 requires a minimum of 2 channels
OPERABLE for the control room ventilation radiation monitor.
The proposed change increases the Minimum Operable Channels to
2 per trip system. There are four channels of radiation
monitors for the control room ventilation system. Two of these
channels supply signals to parallel contacts (both must open or
2 out of 2) to isolate control room ventilatien and start
Control Room Emergency Filtration Unit A. The other two

I channels supply signals to parallel contacts (both must open or
2 out of 2) to isolate control room ventilation and start
Control Room Emergency Filtration Unit B. With only the

. present 2 channels required to be OPERABLE, it is possible to
have one or both of the Standby Filtration Units inoperable.
Action 73.a on Table 3.3.7.1-1 should be changed to reflect
that with one monitor in a trip system inoperable the required
action applies and may require at least one of the Control Room
Emergency Filtration Systems to be operated in the isolation
mode. Action 73.b on Table 3.3.7.1-1 should be changed to
state that with both monitors in a trip system inoperable, ati
least one Control Room Emergency Filtration System will be

,
' placed in the isolation mode of operation within one hour.

JUSTIFICATION: Increasing the Minimum Operable Channels to 2 per trip system
for the control room ventilation radiation monitor ensures
adequate trip signals to the control roca ventilation system
and start signals to the control room Standby Filtration Units
for maintaining system operability. These changes in the
Action Statements are made to reflect the increase in Minimum
Operable Channels to 2 per trip system and to ensure
operability of the Control Room Emergency Filtration System.

SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION:

! By increasing the minimum number of control room ventilation
radiation monitors from 2 to 4, the present. margin of safety is

,

increased with respect to assuring control room isolation in
the event it is required. In addition, because the new
operability requiremant.is more stringent than the requirements
in the current Technical Specification the change does not
involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident which has been previously
evaluated, nor does it create the possibility of a new or
different kind of accident from any accident previously

,

evaluated. Therefore, the proposed change to the technical
Specifications does not involve any significant hazards
considerations.

NOTE: Technical Specification page changes marked with a PCOL number
and circled are changes that were previously submitted-to the
NRC.
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TABLE 3.3.7.1-1 *
,

cs RADIATION DWNITORING INSTRtRNENTATION
E .

MININUM CHANNELS APPLICA8LE ALAml/ TRIP MEASUREDEENT

h INSTRUNENTATION OPERABLE CONDITIONS SETPOINT RANGE ACTION
,

? 1. Component Cooling

[E Water Radiation O
'

5 6U Mor.j, tor 1 At all times il x 10 cpe/N4 to 10 yg
2. 'Staney Service Water

_

~

Q'System Radiation /d 6Monitor 1/ heat 1, 2, 3, and" 11 x 10 cpe/N4 X to 10 .cpa 70 D
exchanger
train

3. Offy s Pre-treatment
3 61,2 pad *## 15 x 10 mR/hr/NA 1 to 10 mR/hr -M ~76Radiation Monitor 1 g

4. Offgas Post-treatment /0 NE}2 *) 1, 2 pad ***t il x 10 cpm (Hi), / to 106 ,,, 73I 5
Andee64enMong $

kt MJOeen,Aoae4GCekse 11.0 x 10# cpm (H1 Hi) h
*

De;
M 5. Carbon M Vault |;r*

* 6Radiation Monitor 1 1, 2 -< 2 x full power 1 to 10 mR/hr 72
Y background /NA

6. Control Room Ventila- -2 2
|tion Radiation Monitor 2 y To r 1,2,3,5 and** 14 mR/hr/ 10 to 10 mR/hr 73

N8 <5 mR/hr# O
! 7. Containment and Drywell fVentilation Exhaust

N) -2 2 DRadiation Monitor 3 At all times 12.0 mR/hr/ 10 to 10 mR/hr 74 2 no

14 mR/hr(b M \
'

8. Fuel Handling Area N)A -2 2 k hVentilation Exhaust 3 1,2,3,5 and** 1 2mR/hr/ 10 to 10 mR/hr 75 y
Radiation Monitor IN D

14 mR/hr ']4
9. Fuel Handling Area Pool N|

28f.Sweep Exhaust Radiation

4 )rW -2 2 D3
'

IMonitor 3 (c) i 18 mR/hr/ 10 to 10 *mR/hr 75 V
I135 mR/hr #)# '
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TABLE 3.3.7.1-1 (Continued) i

i RADIATION MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION
.

ACTION

With the required monitor inoperable, obtain and analyze atACTION 70 -

least one grab sample of the monitored parameter at least once
per 24 hours.

ACTION 71 -

a. With one of the required monitors inoperable, place the
inoperable channel in the downscale tripped condition within
"* eA3==.f re.le.ses A.h*

'

E*~UMt. 4;e;0 tut 1. 304.ys gre</d/
t'! b. With both of the required monitors inoperable

;;"J 1".~fes ers.'V3ra. '"/e.J oe. P=h*y 9.ars adnese s. s ses su4 4"'c ] Mn ce persL
^ ^ ^ ^ "

l

r.6 sam a

ACTION 72- ith the required monitor inoperable, perform area surveys of /.c 9eo s
the monitored area with portable monitoring instrumentation at //<.'
least once per 24 hours. w//4 Afl c3

is. * n f *ACTION 73
Withoneoftherequiredmonitors[ inoperable,placetheinoperable |

-

a.
channel in the downscale tripped condition within one hour; restore
the inoperable channel to OPERABLE status within 7 days, or, within

|the next 6 hours, initiate and maintain operation of 4her. control
room emergency filtration system in the isolation mode oroperation. I

ario,r. 4'p. r,y sym-
b. With both of the required monitors 3 inoperable, initiate and main-

g her , ., tain operation of 4hencontrol room emergency filtration system in
the isolan on mode of operation within one hour.3

ACTION 74 -

a. With one of the required monitors inoperable, place the
inoperable channel in the downscale tripped condition within
one hour. ,

b. With two of the required monitors inoperable, isolate the
containment and drywell purge and vent penetrations within
12 hours.

ACTION 75 -

a. With one of the required monitors inoperable, place the
inoperable channel in the downscale tripped condition within
one hour,

b. With two of the required monitors inoperable, initiate and
maintain operation of at least one standby gas treatment
subsystem within 12 hours.

ACTION 74,- W:n. M N#Of C# C1*ddtIS OPERME IESS d f'7'
d> y ike_ W u.,ww e L. a ue.|s O PetAst.E ce v.ca m=+ , M*-

. % seav:c m ufre c.on.v..ser a fflash m k ,b e. re.\ e s e<\4*oe o e t. rt. k.ue s pr.v:Je ,

a. M le M oue. 9e4 s.agle.,/ A e. m.oW.<*l ar. meter i s .6 be/ Jp
'~'dysed sd le ,/ .ac e. pn , 24 kaa rs, a ge

~ ' "
GRAND GULF- e~ J. ,:> o u m ne. n .m , p.,u, s.a.,n.a 1as Adr ~kaars,*"~;** . be " * Herst Hal S/ ,rdby u.:Nw it
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11. (GGNS - 718) ,

i
'

SUBJECT: Technical Specification 4.5.1.c.2.b. page 3/4 5-5

DISCUSSION: Surveillance Requirement 4.5.1.c.2.b presently indicates that
the header differential pressure (delta P) instrumentation
setpoint is 1.2 1 0.1 psid change from the normal indicated
delta P for the HPCS system, LPCS system, and the LPCI ,

subsystems. The proposed Technical Specification change will '

correct this setpoint to less than or equal to 9.7 psid.

JUSTIFICATION: The proposed Technical Specification change will correct the
header differential pressure instrumentation setpoint to a
differential pressure change of less than or equal to 9.7 psid
from the normal indicated differential pressure for the HPCS
system, LPCS system, and the LPCI subsystems. For each of
these systems (or subsystems), the header differential p~ressure
instrumentation senses the differential pressure between that
injection line and one of the other ECCS injection lines
(headers) to the reactor vessel.

Dur'ing normal plant operation, each header delta P signal
should be zero. A break in a system injection line will result
in the pressure in that line being less than the pressure in
the unbroken line. As a result, the differential pressure
between the broken injection line and the unbroken line will
provide indication of a break in the system piping internal to
the reactor vessel. The system design specification indicates
an alarm shall be activated by delta P changes of 10 psid. The
instrument setpoint is established to be less than or equal to
9.7 psid. This setpoint is sufficiently close to the normal
differential pressure (0 psi) to ensure a broken line is
detected, and yet provides a realistic band between the normal
operating conditions and the instrumentation setpoint.

SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION:

|
The change to the Technical Specification is proposed to'

achieve consistency between the Technical Specification and the
system design specification by increasing the header
differential pressure instrumentation setpoint from 1.2 1 0.1

| psid to less than or equal to 9.7 psid. The design function of
l this instrumentation is to detect a break in a systen injection

line. The new setpoint is sufficiently close to the normal
differential pressure to ensure a broken line will be detected,
provides sufficient margin to minimize the probability of

| spurious actuation yet remains below the Allowable Value
l provided in the system design specification. Therefore the
| change will not significantly reduce a margin of safety.
| Further, as the intent of the surveillance requirement remains

i unchanged, it does not involve a significant increase in the
l

!

i

l
:

i

C55sp19
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probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated
nor is the possibility created for a new or different kind of
accident from any accident previously evaluated. Therefore the
proposed change to the Technical Specification does not involve
any significant hazards considerations.

,

i

.

,

|

|
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

v.i .

$URVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) ''

i
*

.

2) Low pressure setpoint of the:
"

39
(a) LPCI A and 8 subsystem loop to be 1-89 psig. |
(b) LPCI C subsystem loop and LPCS system to be 1 22.

psig.

-(c) HPCS system to be 1 18 psig..

b) Needer delta P instrumentation and verifying the setpoint
of the HPCS system and LPCS system and LPCI subsystems to
be 1.2 ; C.1 psid change from the normal indicated AP.

197- _ # ,

3. Verifying that the suction for the HPCS system is automatically
transferred from the condensate storage tank to the suppression
pool on a condensate storage tank low water level signal and on
a suppression pool high water level signal.

d. For the ADS at least once per 18 months by:

1. Performing a system functional test which includes simulated -.

automatic actuation of the system throughout its ' emergency '
'

operating sequence, but excluding actual valve actuation.
,

2. Manually opening each ADS valve when the reactor steam done
pressure is greater than or equal to 100 psig* and observing
that either:

- a) The control valve or bypass valve position responds
accordingly, or

b) There is a corresponding change in the measured steam
flow.

.

. .

.

*
-

a
*

.

.

.

"

m
The provisions of Speciff. cation 4.0.4 are not applicable provided the
surveillance is performed within 12 hours after reactor steam pressure is- -

adequate to perform the test.

*
.
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SUBJECT: . Technical Specification 4.8.4.2.1.a page 3/4 8-39.

DISCUSSION: The proposed change to Surveillance Requirement 4.8.4.2.1.a
would delete the present 4.8.4.2.1.a and replace it with a new
4.8.4.2.1.a.1 and .2. This change would provide for
surveillance of the thermal overloads which are normally in
force during plant operation and bypassed under accident,

| conditions by a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TEST of the individual valve
overload protection bypass circuitry once per 92 days and of'

the entire channel once per 18 months.

JUSTIFICATION: This change to the specification involves only the 3 valves
whose thermal overload protection is normally in force and is
bypassed during accident conditions (Standby Service Water
System (PL1) valves, SP41-F154, F155A and F155B). The proposedi

testing of the individual valve bypass circuitry would test
from the LOCA initiation contact in the P41 system to the valve
overload to ensure that the overload is bypassed on an accident
condition. This surveillance would be done every 92 days and
would not interfere with normal plant operation.

;

Testing of the entire channel from the initiation of the
accident signal through the bypass of the valve thermalj

overload protection would be covered by the 18 month ECCS
3
' instrumentation surveillance which tests the portion of the

circuit from the LOCA transmitters to the LPCS initiation
logic, the 18 month diesel surveillance which tests the portion
of the circuit from the LPCS initiation logic to the SSW
initiation logic and the surveillance which satisfies the 92
day requirement.

The present 4.8.4.2.1.a would require injection of a simulated
signal into the LOCA signal transmitter as part of the CHANNEL
FUNCTIONAL TEST once per 92 days. The portion of the logic
from the LOCA signal transmitter to the relay contact in the

' associated valve thermal overload protection bypass circuitry
is tested every 18 months. The 18 month surveillance is

~ sufficient to demonstrate OPERABILITY of this portion of the
logic in conjunction with the other functions in the Technical
Specification which this portion of the logic performs. The

l' . proposed change would specify the-18 month test to demonstrate
| OPERABILITY of this portion of the logic to be consistent with

other Surveillance Requirements in the specification instead of
requiring a 92 day testing interval. The proposed change will
continue to verify at a 92 day interval the OPERABILITY of the
individual valve bypass circuitry from the LOCA contact through
the overload bypass circuitry.

|

|

|

[
'
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SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION:

This change is administrative in nature as it establishes
consistency.in surveillance philosphy with respect to
individual circuitry and channel OPERABILITY. The proposed
Channel Functional Test change assures OPERABILITY of thermal
overload protection circuitry from the signal transmitter to

,

1- the overload bypass circuitry. Thus no significant reduction
in safety margin is created. Based upon this evaluation, no
significant hazards considerations are involved.

.

i

!

r

|

|

|- .

|

!
l
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l.f. (6 6 N 5 ~ 7 D )
'

LECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS

| MOTOR OPERATED VALVES THERMAL OVERLOAD PROTECTION

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION e

'

3.8.4.'2 The themal overload protection of each valve shown in Table 3.8.4.2-1
t

| shall be OPERA 8LE or shall be bypassed either continuously or only under accident
| conditions, as indicated, by an OPERABLE bypass device.

APPLICA8ILITY: Whenever the motor operated valve is required to be OPERABLE.
( -

ACTION:

| With the thermal overload protection for one or more of the above required
valves not OPERA 8LE or not bypassed either continuously or only under accidentI

conditions, as indicated in Table 3.8.4.2-1, take administrative action to
bypass the themal overload within 8 hours or declare the affected valve (s)
inoperable and apply the appropriate ACTION statement (s) for the affected
system (s). i

SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

4.8.4.2.1 The thermal overload protection which is bypassed either continuously
| or only under accident conditions for the above required valves shall be veri-'

fled to be bypassed continuously or only under accident conditions, as applicable,,

by an OPERABLE bypass device (1) by the performance of a CHANNEL FUNCTIONAL TESTI

of the bypass circuitry for those thermal overloads which are normally in force
during plant operation and bypassed under accident conditions and (2) by verifying
that the thermal overload protection is bypassed for those thermal overloads which
are continuously bypassed and temporarily placed in force only when the valve
motors are undergoing periodic or maintenance testing: ,

F
At k ;t e .;; ;;;r T ij;; 'ar those thermal overloads which area.
normally in force during plant operation and bypassed under accident

92 Jays .K,r rim in J.* W J a i r at u .t. M last econditions: 2..W:" gg & s1 % J.a sl.
At least once perTr . a #a; or

rks Jer
8 months for those thermal overloads which are con-b.

tinuously bypassed and temporarily placed in force only when the valve
motors are undergoing periodic or maintenance testing.

c. Following maintenance on the motor starter.

4.8.4.2.2 The themal overload protection which is not bypassed for the above
required valves shall be demonstrated OPERABLE at least once per 18 months by
the performance of a CHANNEL CALIB MTION of a representative sample of at least
2SE of all thermal overloads for the above required valves.

4.8.4.2.3 -The thermal overload protection for the above required valves which
is continuously bypassed and temporarily placed in force only when the valve
motor is undergoing periodic or maintenance testing shall be verified to be

f bypassed following periodic or maintenance testing during which the thermal
overload protection was temporarily placed in force.

GRAND GULF-UNIT 1 3/4 8-39
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SUBJECT: Technical Specification Table 4.3.7.5-1, page 3/4 3-72.

DISCUSSION: Table 4.3.7.5-1 contains accident monitoring instrumentation
Surveillance Requirements. The containment /drywell area
radiation monitors are required to have a CHANNEL CALIBRATION
every refueling outage. The radiation monitgrs are required by
NUREG-0737tohavearangeofIrad/hryo10 rad /hr (beta'

and gamma) or alternatively 1R/hr to 10 R/hr (gamma only).
Calibration onsite ter use of a radiation source is impractical
due to the range of the instrument and the size of the source
required. NUREG-0737, Table II. F.1-3, allows in situ
calibration by electronic signal substitution for all range
decades above 10 R/hr provided that calibration for at least
one decade below 10 R/hr is by means of a calibrated radiation
source. The proposed Technical Specification change is to add
the following "*" note to the CHANNEL CALIBRATION frequency for
the containment /drywell area radiation accident monitoring
instrumentation.

"* Calibration will be accomplished by electronic signal
substitution over the entire range, and by means of a

calibrated radiation source between 1 R/hr and 10 R/hr."

JUSTIFICATION: NUREG-0737. Table II F.1-3, states that for high-range
calibration, no adequate sources exist, so an alternative was
provided. This alternative is in situ calibration by
electronic substitution for all range decades above 10 R/hr and
calibration for at least one decade below 10 R/hr by means of'a
calibrated radiation source. This proposed change to the
Technical Specification notes the NUREG-0737 provisions for
high-range radiation monitor calibration.

SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION:

The proposed change specifies an alternate method for
calibration of the containment /drywell area radiation monitors
which is consistent with NUREG-0737. This change does not
alter the intent of the Surveillance Requirement of the
specification. It therefore does not significantly. increase
the probability of consequences of a previously evaluated
accident or create the possibility of a new or different kind
of accident from any accident previously evaluated. Also, it
does not significantly reduce the margin of safety. Therefore,
the proposed change to the Technical Specifications does not
involve any significant nazards considerations.

.
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13. (66NS-751,54fo.)
'

TA8LE 4.3.7.5-1

ACGDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS

CHANNEL CHANNEL

INSTRUMENT CHECK CALIBRATION

1. Reactor Vessel Pressure M R .

2. Reactor Vessel Water Level M R

3. Suppression Pool Water Level M R

4. Suppression Pool Water Temperature M R

5. Drywell/ Containment Differential
Pressure M R

'

6. Drywell Pressure M R

7. Drywell and Control Rod
Cavity Temperature M R

8. Containment Hydrogen Concentration
Analyzer and Monitor NA M

9. Drywell Hydrogen Concer: ration Analyzer
pq [and Monitor NA

10. Containment Pr2ssure M R

! 11. Containment /ir Temperature M R

12. Safety /Reli f Valve Tail Pipe Pressure
| Switch Pos' t. ion Indicators M R

13. Containmen./Drywell Area Monitors M |

14. Containmen: Ventilation Monitor M R

15. Off gas ard Radwaste Bldg. Ventilation
Monitor M R

16. Fuel Handling Area Ventilation Monitor M R

17. Turbine Bldg. Ventilation Monitor M R

18. Standby Ga: Treatment System A & B
'

.

Exhaus) Monitors
M R

""r,ir.; :- ;1: ;:: ::rtri *r;: gg, g,u owncusw ,

ey euerso.ose. s4*u sussTorv-
45 A A*4C ye. CT.e eel s per;;,t h^dT , r., ---"i I:n "itragem. -riod evte,7#s ENT:

..-.. ..,. ,.-...... ..,...,..., -_-_.. . . >._,-_-. A,n,_, sy r rA ss e r+ emarse-a u. 2 .... .s.a..u
.. ..._ . ..

R ,,,,n ,u,,e.. .

.
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14. (GGNS - 546)

SUBJECT: Technical Specification Table 4.3.7.5-1, page 3/4 3-72.

DISCUSSION: Table 4.3.7.5-1 lists the accident monitoring instrumentation
surveillance requirements including requirements for the
containment and drywell hydrogen concentration analyzers and'

monitors. The present channel calibration frequency for these
monitors is quarterly. The proposed change would make thei

channel calibration occur on a monthly frequency. Table
4.3.7.5-1 presently contains a "*" note that applies to the
containment and drywell hydrogen concentration analyzers and
monitors. The present note requires channel calibration using
a sample gas containing one volume percent hydrogen (remainder
nitrogen) for low level, and four volume percent hydrogen
(remainder nitrogen) for high level calibration. The proposed'

change is to delete the "*" note from Table 4.3.7.5-1.'

JUSTIFICATION: The vendor for the containment and drywell concentration
analyzers and monitors recommends a monthly frequency for
channel calibration. This increased frequency is based on
instrument drift and will ensure that instrument readings stay
within drift tolerances specified by the vendor. The
instrument vendor also recommends a sample gas containing 3.5%
.to 10% hydrogen.in nitrogen calibration gas. The present "*"'

note on Table 4.3.7.5-5 does not apply to the instruments being
used at Grand Gulf and should be deleted.

SIGNIFICANT MAZARDS CONSIDERATION:

The proposed change to the calibration frequency of the
containment and drywell hydrogen concentration analyzers and'

monitors constitutes an additional limitation by increasing the
calibration frequency from the present quarterly to monthly.
The deletion of the "*" note from Table 4.3.7.5-1 should be
considered an administrative change that deletes inforhation
not applicable to the instrumentation at Grand Gulf. The
containment and drywell hydrogen concentration analyzers and
monitors will be calibrated ~using a sample gas that meets the

;U vendor recommendations. This change does not involve the
reduction of safety margins and no significant increase in'the

4

! probability or consequences of an accident previously evaluated
is involved nor is the poesibility of a new or different kind
of accident from any accident previously evaluated created.
Thus-the proposed changes to the Technical Specifications does
not involve any significant hazards considerations.

.

d
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TABLE 4.3.7.5-1

ACEDENT MONITORING INSTRUMENTATION SURVEILLANCE REQUIRDENTS

CHAfstEL Q1AlelEL
f

~

CHECK CALIBRATION
INSTRLDIENT

b M R .

1. Reactor Vessel Pressure

2. Reactor Vessel Water Level M R

M R
3. Suppression Pool Water Level

M R
4. Suppression Pool Water Temperature

5. Drywell/ Containment Differential
M R

Pressure

M R
6. Drywell Pressure

7. Drywell and Control Rod
M R

Cavity Temperature

8. Containment Hydrogen Concentratior.
NA MAnalyzer and Monitor

9. Drywell Hydrogen Concentration Analyzer
NA r4and Monitor

i

M R
10. Containment Pressure

M R|

11. Cc dainment Air Temperature

12. Safety / Relief Valve Tail Pipe Pressure RMSwitch Position Indicators Y I
8

13. Containment /Drywell Area Monitors M 8

14. Containment Ventilation Monitor M R

15. Off gas and Radwaste 81dg. Ventilation
M R

Monitor

16. Fuel Handling Area Ventilation Monitor M R

17. Turbine Bldg. Ventilation Monitor M R f
^

|

|
.

18. Staney Gas Treatment System A & 8 RM
ExhausjMonitors

":tn; :---1; ;:: :::t5' *r - gg, y,u ,,,,npusi,e"
584 888- 88887 * * |ey stssraseses.
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i 15..(GGNS - 769)

SUBJECT: Technical Specification 4.5.1.c.2.a.2.a. page 3/4 5-5.

DISCUSSION: Surveillance Requirement 4.5.1.c.2.a.2.a presently requires a
channel calibration at least once per 18 months to verify the
low pressure setpoint of the Low Pressure Coolant Injection
(LPCI) A and B subsystem loop (keep fill) to be greater than or
equal to 38 psig. The proposed change is to require the LPCI A
and B subsystem loops to be greater than or equal to 34 psig.

.

j JUSTIFICATION: The low pressure setpoint of the LPCI A and B subsystem loops
is calculated considering the accuracy of the instrument loop,

' the elevation of the centerline of the pressure transmitter and
the jockey pumps, and the high point elevation of the system.
General Electric Design Specification Data Sheet Document
22A3139AK, Revision 5, ECN-NH14467 states that the Allowable'

Value for pressure indicating switch E12-PIS-N553A&B is given
as the high point elevation in the system (centerline of

,

F028A-A for LPCI A subsystem and centerline of F028B-B for LPCI
B subsystem) with reference to transmitter zero at 0 psig at
the low point of the system (centerline of the jockey pump).
The Allowable Value at the high point in the system is

; calculated to be 33.2 psig. General Electric recommends adding
5 psig to the Allowable Value at the high. point in the system
to obtain the nominal trip setpoint. The Nominal Trip Setpoint
would then be 33.2 psig plus 5 psig or approximately 38 psig.
To determine the Allowable Value from the Trip Setpoint,
instrument loop accuracy must be considered. Instrument loop
accuracy was calculated using the manufacturer's device
accuracies and is i3.28 psig which was rounded off to !4.0

; psig. The Allowable Value is then 3814 psig for a low end
Technical Specification Allowable Value of greater than or
equal to 34 psig.

During surveillance testing the LPCI subsystem (jockey) pump A
was found to have a discharge pressure of 44 psig and the LPCI-
subsystem B pump to have a running discharge pressure of 46
psig. With the present setpoint of greater than or equal to 38
psig, adding on instrument loop inaccuracy, and considering
small swings in subsystem pump discharge pressure, there is
insufficient margin to prevent spurious alarms during normal
operation. Thus the change to greater than or equal to 34 psig
is warranted.

SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION:

The LPCI subsystem jockey pumps maintain their associated RHR
pump discharge lines full of water to prevent water hammer
damage to piping and to ensure RHR cooling at the earliest
moment. Lowering the low pressure setpoint of the LPCI A and B
subsystem loops to greater than or equal to 34 psig from 38
psig will still assure the subsystems perform their design
function. The change to the setpoint takes into consideration

C55sp25
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instrument loop accuracy, measured subsystem pump discharge
pressure, elevations of subsystem pumps, system high point, and-

transmitters to calculate a new LPCI subsystem low pressure
setpoint of greater than or equal to 34 psig. This change can
be considered as a correction to the setpoint value for the low
pressure setpoint of the LPCI A and B subsystem loops. This
change does not involve a reduction of safety margins and no
significant increase in the probability or consequences of an
accident previously evaluated is involved nor is the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated created. Thus the proposed
change.to the Technical Specifications does not involve any
significant hazards consideration.

.

I

l

i-
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|
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.

|
|

|
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EMERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEMS

\ |

$URVEILLANCE REQUIREMENTS (Continued) '*

.

2) Low pressure setpoint of the:
3Y

(a) LPCI A and 8 subsystem loop to be >-89 psig. |
(b) LPCI C subsystem loop and LPCS system to be ), 22.

psig.

. -(c) HPCS system to be > 18 psig.
,

b) Header delta P instrumentation and verifying the setpoint
of the HPCS system and LPCS system and LPCI subsystems to
be 1.210.1 psid change from the normal indicated AP.

197 O ,

3. Verifying that the suction for the HPCS system is automatically
transferred from the condensate storage tank to the suppression
pool on a condensate storage tank low water level signal and on
a suppression pool high water level signal.

d. For the ADS at least once per 18 months by:

1. Performing a system functional test which includes simulated -

automatic actuation of the system throughout its emergency,

I operating sequence, but excluding actual valve actuation.
I
l 2. Manually opening each ADS valve when the reactor steam dome

pressure is greater than or equal to 100 psig" and observing-

that either:
;

- a) The control valve or bypass valve position responds
accordingly, or

b) There is a corresponding change in the measured steam
flow.

.

. .

.

*

,.
.

.

.

*

m
The provisiont of Speciff. cation 4.0.4 are not applicable provided the
surveillance is performed within 12 hours after reactor steam pressure is-

-

| adequate to perform the test.

i .

GRAND GULF-UNIT'1 3/4 5-5
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16. (GGNS - 782)

SUBJECT: Technical Specification Tables 3.3.2-1, 3.3.3-1, and 3.3.7.5-1,
pages 3/4 3-10 through- 14,-3/4 3-25, and 3/4 3-70.

DISCUSSION: The proposed changes include corrections to some of the Minimum.
Operable Channels per Trip Function, Minimum Channels OPERABLE,
and Required Number of' Channels listed on the subject tables.
The' detailed changes are described and justifications provided
below.

JUSTIFICATION: The following changes are proposed to Table 3.3.2-1:

1. For Primary Containment Isolation, Manual Initiation (1.d)
change Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip System from
"2/ group" to "2". Grand Gulf has a pending design change
to revise the manual initiation logic for Primary and
Secondary Containment to require 2 pushbuttons each for
outboard and for inboard isolation (i.e., 4 pushbuttons
total). The power supply for Primary and Secondary
Containment Isolation logic has been changed from Reactor
Protection System (RPS) to the Static Inverters. The
proposed logic change would prevent isolation from
occurring when one division of RPS is de-energized, and
make the isolation logic consistent with RWCU, RHR and'

Main Steam Line isolation as described in changes below
(i.e., 4 pushbuttons total).

2. For the Main Steam Line Isolation, Section 2, change the

following in the column for Minimum OPERABLE Channels per
' Trip System:

a. Main Steam Line Radiation'High (2.b) and Main Steam
.

Line Pressure-Low (2.c) change from "1/line" to "2".'

For these isolation functions, there are 4
instruments (each is a channel), one per each main
steam line, and 2 instruments (channels) per trip

| system. To close the MSIV's requires 1 channel in
each trip system and to close the other valves
operated by these signals, 2 channels in each trip

;

system are required. Therefore to perform isolation
functions for all valves in the groups listed in 2.b
and 2.c, two channels minimum per trip system are
required to be OPERABLE and not 1 per line per trip
system as presently stated in the Technical
Specifications.

b. Main Steam Line Flow-High (2.d) change from "2/line"
to "2". There are 4 instruments (one for each main
steam line) per channel, a total of 4 channels, and 2

; channels / trip system for this function. To close thei

MSIVs requires 1 channel in each trip system and to

l~
l
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close the other valves in Group 1, 2 channels in each
trip system are required. Therefore, to close all
valves in Group 1, two channels minimum per trip
system are required to be OPERABLE and not 2 per line
per trip system as presently stated in the Technical
Specifications. Also to clarify note (g) on page 3/4
3-14, add the following:

,

"Each trip system must have at least 1
instrument per Main Steam Line OPERABLE in order
for the channels to be considered OPERABLE."

Manual initiation change from "2/ group" to "2".c.
There are four pushbuttons that perform the manual
initiation function. For the Main Steam Line
Isolation Valves (MSIVs), 2 of the pushbuttons must
be depressed to de-energize MSIV pilot solenoid A and
2 must be depressed to de-energize MSIV pilot
solenoid B. Since both A&B pilot _ solenoids must be
de-energized to close the MSIV's, 2 channels
(pushbuttons) per trip system must be operable. For
the-other Main Steam Line Valves that are closed from
these four manual initiation pushbuttons, 2 (per trip
system) must be depressed to close outboard valves
and 2 (per trip system) must be depressed to close
inboard valves. Therefore, 2 channels (pushbuttons)
per trip system are required. The present
requirement of "2/ group" is not correct.

; 3. In Secondary Containment Isolation Section 3, change
( manual initiation (3.e) from "1/ group" to "2" in both

places in the Minimum OPERABLE Channels per Trip Systemi

column. See the justification above for Primary
Containsect Isolation Manual Initiation, for a description

i of-this change.
,

4 In Reactor Water Cleanup System Isolation Section 4 make
the following changes.to the Minimum OPERABLE channels per
Trip System:

Change Equipment Area Temperature - High (4.c) anda.
Equipment Area delta Temperature - High from "1" to

"1/ room." This proposed change is made to clarify
that each equipment area room initiates an isolation
function.

b. Change Manual Initiation (4.1) from "1/ group" to "2".
There~are 4 pushbuttons that perform the Manual
Initiation isolation function, 2 pushbuttons

(channels) close the inboard valves and 2 close the
outboard valves. Therefore, there are two trip

| systems each of which requires 2 pushbuttons
(channels) to be OPERABLE.

l
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5. -For Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System (RCIC)
Isolation, Section 5, change the following:

Change RHR Equipment Room Ambient Temperature - Higha.
and RHR Equipment Room delta Temperature - High from
"1" to "1/ room" in the minimum OPERABLE channels per
Trip System. . This proposed change is made to clarify
that each equipment area room initiates an isolation
function.

b. Change Manual Initiation (5.1) from "1/ valve" to "1
(1)" for the minimum OPERABLE channels per trip
system and add note (1) to valve group 4 and to page
3/4 3-14. This change clarifies that only one
channel of manual initiation exists and only the RCIC

outboard valves close unless a concurrent RCIC
intiation signal is also present. This change
reflects plant design and clarifies the manual
initiation isolation function for RCIC.

6. In RHR System Isolation. Section 6, make the following
changes in the minimum OPERABLE channels per trip system:

Change RHR Equipment Room Ambient Temperature - Higha.
(6.a) and RHR Equipment Room delta Temperature - High
(6.b) from "1" to "1/ room." This proposed change is
made to clarify that each equipment area room
initiates an isolation function,

b. Change Manual Initiation (6.f) from "1/ group" to "2."

There are 4 pushbuttons that perform the Manual
initiation isolation function, 2 pushbuttons

(channels) close the inboard valves and 2 close the
outboard valves. Therefore, there are two trip
systems each of which requires 2 pushbuttons
(channels).to be OPERABLE.

The following changes are proposed to Table 3.3.3-1:

1. For LPCS Pump Discharge Pressure - High (A.2.e), LPCI Pump
A Discharge Pressure - High (A.2.f) and LPCI Pump B and C
Discharge Pressure - High (B.2.e) change the minimum

: OPERABLE channels per trip system from "1" to "2" for LPCS
and LPCI A, and from "1/ pump" to "2/ pump" for LPCI B and
C. Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) Trip System A'

design requires 2 pump running signals to actuate. These
signals are one LPCI or ~one LPCS running and one LPCI or
one LPCS pump running. The pump running signals come from-

the pump discharge pressure - high instrumentation. The

C55sp29
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present Technical Specification requirement for minimum
OPERABLE channels per trip function is one channel / pump.
Since there are two channels available for each pump, one
channel is presently allowed to be out of service. With
one channel out of se? vice, the ADS initiation signal for
that pump is defeated.

The changes to Table 3.3.7.5-1 are made to clarify intent of
the table on itema 7 and 10. Item 7 is the Drywell and Control
Rod Drive Cavity Temperature instrumentation. The Required

Number of Channels has "(each)" added to ensure that 2
temperature instrument channels are required for both the
Drywell and the Control Rod Drive Cavity. This change is also
proposed for the minimum channels OPERABLE column for
clarification purposes. Item 10 on the table is Containment
Pressure. The proposed changes are to clarify that wide and
narrow range-instrumentation is involved and 2 of each is

^

required for the Required Number of Channels and 1 of each is
required for the minimum channels OPERABLE.

SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION:
4

The changes proposed to Tables 3.3.2-1, 3.3.3-1 and 3.3.7.5-1
are made to reflect actual system configuration, to correct
errors and to add clarification. These changes are purely
administrative in nature or constitute additional controls not
presently included'in the Technical Specifications. This
change does not involve a reduction in the margin of safety nor
does it involve a significant increase in the probability or
consequences of an accident previously evaluated nor does it
create the possibility of a new or different kind of accident
from any accident previously evaluated. Therefore, this change

,

does not constitute a significant hazards consideration.

,

,

!

.

.

i

|
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TABLE 3.3.2-1 .
-a

ISOLATION ACTUATION INSTR M NTATION
,

@ VALVE GROUPS MINI M APPLICABLE
G; OPERATED BY OPERABLE CHANNELS OPERATIONAL

g TRIP FUNCTION SIGNAL (a) PER TRIP SYSTEM (b) CONDITION ACTION

Q 1. PRIMARY CONTAlletENT ISOLATION
" a. Reactor Vessel Water Level-

Low Low, Level 2 6,7,8,10(c)(d) 2 1, 2, 3 and # 20

b. Drywell Pressure - High 5,6,7,9(c)(d) 2 1,2,3 . 20

I2 'I 1, 2, 3 and * 21 Mc. Contairment and Drywell 7
WR
0|13

Ventilation Exhaust
Radiation - High It h3

d. Manual Initiation 5, 6, 7. 8, 9, 10 2/g;; 1, 2, 3 and *# 22 |

2. MAIN STEAM LINE ISOLATIONw
.' a. Reactor Vessel Water Level-
* Low Low Low, Level 1 1, 5 2 1,2,3 20

b. Main Steam Line
Radiation - High 1,10(f) 2 1/lin 1, 2, 3 23 p

c. Main Steam Line p
Pressure - Low 1 2.1/lin 1 24

d. Main Steam Line G
hFlow - High 1 2A4neS9) 1, 2, *3 , 23

e. Condenser Vacuum - Low 1 2 1, 2'. .f 23 ;t'.
f. Main Steam Line Tunnel w

Teeperature - High 1 2 y1,2,3 23
g. Main Steam Line Tunnel g

& Teep.- High 1 2 1,2,3 23 g
h. Manual Initiation 1, 5, 10 2/ group- 1,2,3 22 ] v

O
.

-4
%-

D
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TABLE 3.3.2-1 (Continued)
.

| ISOLATION ACTUATION INSTRUE NTATION ,

,
~

VALVE GROUPS MINIMUM APPLICABLE.S -

G OPERATED BY OPERABLE CHANNELS OPERATIONAL

g TRIP FUNCTION SIGNAL (a) PER TRIP SYSTEN (b) CONDITION ACTION

Q 3. SECO WARY CONTAlbidT ISOLATION 1.
" a. Reactor Vessel Water

Level-Low Low, Level 2 6(c)(d)(h) 2 1, 2, 3, and # 25
N

b. Drywell Pressure - High 6(c)(d)(h) 2 1,2,3 25

c. Fuel Handling Area )dIOIN 2 1, 2, 3, and * 25
yVentilation Exhaust vaRadiation - High High
yd. Fuel Handling Area M W

[,.uu f c, .Pool Sweep Exhaust
2 1, 2, 3, and * 25 o;

{ Radiation - High High ''"'

w e. Manual Initiation 6 2 1/;;;g 1,2,3 26 %
6 2 1/;;;; 25*

y
4. REACTOR WATER CLEANUP SYSTEN ISOLATION

a. A Flow - High 8 1 1,2,3 27

$b. A Flow Timer 8 1 1,2,3 27
'

1/ roe- 1,2,3 27 j
c. Equipment Area. Temperature - 8 QHigh

O
d. Equipment Area A Temp. -

High 8 1/rao- 1,2,3 27 | Z
m

e. Reactor Vessel Water
Level - Low Low, Level 2 8 2 1,2,3 27

~

f. Main' Steam Line Tunnel 8 1 1,2,3 27- ()
Ambient Temperature - High p

V
g. Main Steam Line Tunnel A

Temp. - High 8 1 1,2,3 27

8(II NA 1,2,3 27
h. SLCS Initiation
1. Manual Initiation 8 1 ''; :; 1, 2, 3 .26 |
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TABLE 3.3.2-1 (Continued) .
*

ISOLATION ACTUATION INSTRtM NTATION
~~

@ VALVE GROUPS MINIIENI APPLICABLE

OPERATED BY OPERABLE CHAISIELS OPERATIONAL
!;; -

*

g TRIP FullCTI0lt SIGNAL (a) PER TRIP SYSTEM (b) CONDITION ACTION

5. REACTOR CORE ISOLATION COOLING SYSTEM ISOLATION

a. RCIC Steam Line Flow - High 4 1 1,2,3 27

|b. RCIC Steam Supply
Pressure - Low 49 1 1,2,3 27 |

j

c. RCIC Turbine Exhaust
Diaphragm Pressure - High 4 2 1,2,3 27

d. RCIC Equipment Room Ambient
i Temperature - High 4 1 1,2,3 27w

w
e. RCIC Equipment Room a Temp.'

U - High 4 1 1,2,3 27 I"
.O

f. Main Steam Line Tunnel
Ambient Temperature - High 4 1 1,2,3 27

'E.
g. Main Steen Line Tunnel

A Temp. - High 4 1 1,2,3 27 y
DN
y 'ph. Main Steam Line Tunnel

Temperature Timer 4 1 1,2,3 27
w44
g ul 41. RHR Equipment Room Ambient

Temperature - High 4 1/roo~ 1,2,3 27 b 8 ga
4 M
y o

j. RHR Equipment Room a Temp. -
High 4 1/rd^ 1,2,3 27 m el

euWN-

k. IIHR/RCIC Ste'an Line Flow -
. High 4 1 1,2,3 27 E $** 9

1. Manual Initiation 4 [f) 1/.ehe 1, 2, 3 26 4W
un e

%.bv
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TABLE 3.3.2-1 (Continued)
*
n
g ISOLATION ACTUAT10N INSTRUMLNTATION

E VALVE GROUPS MINIMUM APPLICABLE

G - OPERATEU BY OPERABLE CllANNELS OPERAl10NAL ..

E TRIP FUNCTION SIGNAL (a) PER TRIP SYSTEM (b) CONDITION ACTION

3
] 6. RHR SYSTEM ISOLATION

a. RilR Equipment Room Ambient
|1/rw% 1,2,3 28Temperature - High 3

b. RllR Equipment Room a
1/Pam 1, 2, 3 28Temp. - High 3

c. Reactor Vessel Water
Level - Low, Level 3 3 2 1,2,3 28

$ 3{g}d. Reactor Vessel (RHR Cut-in
2 1,2,3 28 pPermissive) Pressure - Highw

3(K)
eA

2 1,2,3 28 *" e. Drywell Pressure - High

f. Manual Initiation 3, 4 2. /;. n; 1, 2, 3 26 g

C

n ** f *4
4 (N

OV b g
* A W .4
UWDM%
kw* w% u. ,
'

% us O
* 4 W,

W4 Y
N
D%

y eu"
W
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* ' - 20 ,E 4381,387,
INSTRUNENTATION taste 3.3.n-1 (Continued) So . 125,4364 '.59 s92

ISOLATION ACTUATRON INSTRWENTATION , yg,1
AGTIGN,

Se in at least NOT SHUT 90WN within 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWNACTION 20
-

7
* within the next 24 hours.
~ Close the affected systas isolation valve (s) within ediin hour

ACTION 21 -
|er:

In OPERATIONAL CONDITION 1. 2, or 3, be in at least HDT
'

SMUT 00WN within the next 12 hours and in COLD $NUTDOWNg)*' j
a.

pehno cywithin the following 24 hours. RE ALTERATIONS.
<

In Operational Condition *. suspe ontainment and k'
*

/..

b. handling of feradiated fuel in the-
,

operations with a potential for draining the reactor I

vessel.

Restore the manual initiation function to CPERABLE status within
48 hours or be in at least HDT SHUTOOWN within the next 12 hoursI ACTION 22 -'

*1#4 and in COLD $NUTDOWN within the fo11swin0
24 hours.

,

! $g Se in at least STARTUP with the associated isolation valves closed
within 6 hours or be in at least NOT SHUTDOWN within 12 hours| f. d

a* ACTION 23 -

Iy and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the next 24 hours.

|ji ,| U $ACTION 24
Establish SECONDARY CONTAIfetENT INTEGRITY with the staney gas

- Se in at least STARTUP within 6 hours.

||J. Q ACTION 25treatment system operating within one hour.
-

Restore the manual initiation function to OPERABLE status,3 2

within 8 hours or close the affected system isolation valveswithin the next hour and declare the affected system inoperable.
||h{ ACTION 26

,

I8 -0 0

Close the affected system isolation valves within one hourga}gACTION27. j .- and declare the affected system inoperable.
-

*+ 3 Lock the affected system isolation valves closed within one hour# I .$ ACTION 28 and declare the affected system inoperable.
-

g|y2
* <s- $ n sea z.,nar ~~g .NETjj etmary oc secondo.cy

I*I'j..{ ontainment and during CORE
When handling irradiated fuel inALTERATIONS and operations with a potential for draining the reactor vessel.|{1D8 9

Ouring CORE ALTERATIONS and operations with a potential for diaining thee. I"'
j [. jg5 ,d d #See Spectfication 3.6.4, Table 3.6.4-1 for valves in each valve group.reactor vessel.d

A channel may be placed in an inoperable status for up to 2 hours for| f j p8 (a)
required surveillance without placing the trip system in the tripped con-dition provided at least one other OPERABLE channel in the same trip systemu E (b)ga

7]Lz9#3 is monitoring that parameter.
M J (c) Also actuates the staney gas treatment system.

3 (d)~ Also actuates the control room emergency filtration system in the isolation
,

00e wy
,

ande.of operation. ' >pW
a'n sb1 ai a

% fa) _A channel is OPERABLE if 2 of 4 instruments in that channel are OPERABLE.
s1se e d

(h)"Also actuates secondary containment ventilation isolation despers anwM
SFDCi>4433 R TI ( 'd4 #Z'N58fT valves per Table 3.6.6.2-1. 1 ' d; g ,,,I a d '5. % A " k''/ $ gI

p) yLses on1b.WCUds stem ht' be A Gahv$33-F004 df -k. ass =ih MgyggsMems wAu% 6.hejk%
*$ . v

(1) C1 R

A :fb A v G 5 Tre. Qg g.
g,3,,I

une -
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TABLE 3.3.3-1
; ss .

EERGENCY CORE COOLING SYSTEM ACTUATION INSTIERENTATION ,jf
MINIMUM Oi' ERA 8LE APPLICA8tt

|E CHANNELS PER OPERATIONAL
> 7. TRIP FUNCTION ") CONDITIONS ACTIONI

-

TRIP FUNCTION'

|!!
; * A. DIVISION I TRIP SYSTEM*

! 1. RHR-A (LPCI mvE) & LPCS SYSTEM
Reactor vessel Water Level - Low Low Low, Level 1 2(I I

1, 2, 3, 4*, 5* 30b)
| a. 2 1,2,3 30

b. Drywell Pressure - High
1 1,2,3,4*,5* 31 g}LPCI Pump A Start Time Delay Relay 1/ system 1, 2, 3, 4*, 5* 32

| c.
; d. Manual Initiation

AtmlMATIC DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEM TRIP SYSTEM "A"#
8

1, 2, 3 30 -D
Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low Low, Level 1 2((b)

2. *b)2 1, 2, 3 30| a.
b. Drywell Pressure - High 1 1,2,3 31
c. ADS Timer

;) d. Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 3 (Permissive) 1 1,2,3 31w
+ 2. 1, 2, 3 31 |

LPCS Pump Discharge Pressure-High (Permissive)
-1- 2. 1,2,3 31 1e.

4 f. LPCI Pump A Discharge Pressure-High (Perwissive)w
1/ valve 1,2,3 32

g. Manual Initiation*

! 8. DIVISION 2 TRIP SYSTEM

Reactor vessel Water Level - Low, Low Low, Level 1 2(I I 1, 2, 3, 4*, 5* 30b)i 1. RHR 5 & C (LPCI MODE)

2 1,2,3 30a.
b. Drywell Pressure - High

1 1, 2, 3, 4*, 5* 31
LPCI Pump 8 Start Time Delay Relay 1/ system 1, 2, 3, 4*, 5* 32 0c.

d. Manual Initiation

AlfftpmTIC DEPRESSURIZATION SYSTEM TRIP SYSTEM "8"#
j

8

Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low Low Low, Level 1 2(b)
1, 2, 3 30 W)2.

Q2 1, 2, 3 30a.
b. Drywell Pressure - High 1 1,2,3 31 g

Reactor Vessel Water Level - Low, Level 3 (Permissive) 1 1,2,3 31ADS Timerc.
1, 2, 3 31 |d.

LPCI Pump 8 and C Discharge Pressure - High (Permissive)2-1/ pump
1/ valve 1, 2. 3 32e. N

f. Manual Initiation 9
N

%)
M
.O
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TABLE-3.3.7.5-1 '
*

cs ,

f ACCIDFMT MONITORING INSTRLMENTATION.
,

_

MINIMLn4
-@
G REQUIRED NL8BER CHANNELS''

g INSTRLB O T N OF CHANNELS OPERA 8LE ACTION

1. Reactor Vessel Pressure 2 1 80

2. Reactor Vessel Water Level 2 1 80'

3. Suppression Pool Water Level 2 1 80
,

4. Suppression Pool Water Temperature 6, 1/ sector 6, 1/ sector 80

5. Drywell/ Containment Differential Pressure 2 1 80

6. Drywell Pressure 2 1 80

|7. Drywell and Control Rod Drive Cavity Temperature 2(44c0 1(acO 80
,

R 8. Containment Hydrogen Concentration Analyzer and
* Monitor 2 1 80
w
4 9. Drywell Hydrogen Concentration Analyzer and Mcnitor 2 1 80

10. Containment Pressure 64Je eaJ a"*" ""2 ) 2 (AAc4 3 1 GacA ) 80 |d

11. Containment Air Temperature 2 1 80
;

h12. Safety / Relief Valve Tail Pipe Pressure Switch
Position Indicators 1/ valve 1/ valve '80 q

h# #
! 13. Containment /Drywell Area Monitors 2 1 81

i 14. Containment Ventilation Monitor 1 1 81 2
W

15. Off gas and Radwaste 81dg. Ventilation Monitor 1 1 81-

a

16. Fuel Handling Area Ventilation Moeitor 1 1 81 4
@

17. Turbine Bldg. Ventilation Monitor 1 1 81 g

18. Stan6y Gas Treatment System A & 8 Exhaust Monitors 1/each 1/each 81 V
,

# ach for containment and drywell.i E

|
'

-
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17. (GGNS - 786)

SUBJECT: Technical Specification 3.8.1.1.b.1.b, page 3/4 8-1.

DISCUSSION: Technical Specification 3.8.1.1.b.1.b currently requires a
minimum level of 120 gallons for the Diesel Generator 13 day
tank. A 220 gallon minimum limit is required for Diesel
Generators 11 and 12. The 120 gallon minimum level required
for Diesel Generator 13 is incorrect and should be increased to
220 gallons. The revised required minimum level for Diesel
Generator 13 (220 gallons) is consistent with Technical
Specification 3.8.1.2 which requires 220 gallons minimum for
all three day tanks.

JUSTIFICATION: The proposed change will make Technical Specifications
3.8.1.1.b.1.h consistent with Technical Specification 3.8.1.2.
This change is also conservative in that it increases the
minimum quantity of fuel oil required to be available in the
Diesel Generator 13 day tanks.

SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION:

The proposed change corrects an error in Technical
Specification 3.8.1.1.b.1.b and achieves consistency with
related Technical Specifications. The proposed change is also
conservative with respect to the present requirement.
Therefore, the change does not involve significant reductions
in margins of safety nor does it increases the probability of
or consequences of an accident previously evaluated nor the
possibility of a new or different kind of accident from any
accident previously evaluated. Therefore, this proposed change
to the Technical Specifications does not involve any
significant hazards consideration.

t

!

.
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17.($6NS-786)3/4.8 ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTENS
i

3/4.8.1 A.C. SOURCES

A.C. SOURCES - OPERATING
i

LIMITING CONDITION FOR OPERATION

! 3.8.1.1 As a minimum, the following A.C. electrical power sources shall be
OPERABLE:

Two physically independent circuits between the offsite transmissiona.
network and the onsite Class 1E distribution system, and

b. Three separate and independent diesel generators, each with:
;

1. Separate day fuel tanks containing a minimum ofy
:

4 220 gallons of fuel --^ '- d'---1 -----ters 11 r d
L', r-d

5) ''O ;;-!!:n: ef ?::1 fer '*:: ! ;;:::r:t:r 13.-

2. A separate fuel storage system containing a minimum of:

a) 48,000 gallons of fuel each for diesel generators 11 and
12, and

b) 39,000 gallons of fuel for diesel generator 13.
3. A separate fuel transfer pump.

APPLICABILITY: OPERATIONAL CONDITIONS 1, 2, and 3.

ACTION:
,

a. With either one offsite circuit or diesel generator 11 or 12 of the
| above required A.C. electrical power sources inoperable, demonstrate

the OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C. sources by performing Surveil--

lance Requirements 4.8.1.1.1.a within one hour and 4.8.1.1.2.a.4,
for one diesel generator at a time, within three hours and at least
once per 8 hours therafter; restore at least two offsite circuits
and diesel generators 11 and 12 to OPERABLE status within 72 hours
or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD
SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

b. With one offsite circuit and diesel generator 11 or 12 of the above
required A.C. electrical power sources inoperable, demonstrate the
OPERABILITY of the remaining A.C. sources by performing Surveillance
Requirements 4.8.1.1.1.a within one hour and 4.8.1.1.2.a.4, for one
diesel generator at at time, within two hours and at least once per
8 hours thereafter; restore at least one of the inoperable A.C.*

sources to OPERABLE status within 12 hours or be in at least HOT SHUT-
DOWN within the next 12 hours and in COLD SHUTDOWN within the following
24 hours. Restore at least two offsite circuits and diesel genera-
tors 11 and 12 to OPERABLE status within 72 hours from time of initial
loss or be in at least HOT SHUTDOWN within the next 12 hours and in
COLD SHUTDOWN within the following 24 hours.

.

|

GRAND GULF-UNIT 1 3/4 8-1

l
. _ ___ _ ____ _ -. _ _ _ _. _ ___ __
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- 118'. SUBJECT:- Technical Specification Table.3.6.4-1, Section 1.a. page_3/4
~ ~

6-30, Section 1.a. page 3/4 6-32, Section 3.a. page 3/4 6-38,
an'd Section 3.a. page 3/4 6-40.

.

-DISCUSSION: .The propose'd change to' Technical Specification Table'3.6.4-1
.would delete valves'E12-F290A and E12-F290B from Section 1.a

'

(Automatic' Isolation. Valves - Containment) and add them'to-
: Section 3.a -(Other Isolation Valves .- Containment) .. _ This

+ change is proposed to support.the implementation of a. design
change package (DCP) needed to correct a design-deficiency.

.The subject.DCP will remove the containment isolation ^ signal
from the minimum flow valves E12-F290A&B associated with the
RHR jockey pumps (Trains A&B). Additional discussion is,

provided in Attachment 1.

JUSTIFICATION: Compliance with a design requirement to provide a continuous
pressurized source of water to the main RHR pumps.(Train A&B)
and discharge piping cannot be assured with the existing logic
that closes-valves E12-F290A&B upon receipt of a' containment
isolation signal (high drywell pressure or RPV1 Level 2).
Therefore, the proposed DCP will remove the isolation signal
from the subject valves. The problem surfaces when the subject
valves receive an RPV Level 2 signal to isolate when the,

Feedwater Leakage Control Valves E38-F001A&B (normally closed)
are also shut. With both the minimum flow valve and the FWLC,

' valve shut,'the jockey pumps will: trip automatically to prevent
-dead-heading. However, this feature has-the undesirable effect

; of- tripping the jockey pumps at RPV Level 2,. whereas the main

l' RHR pumps do not start until the RPV water level falls to Level
1. The pressurized source of water is removed during this time

,

interval. With the automatic containment isolation signal
removed from the subject valves, containment isolation will
still be achieved and maintained. The' jockey. pump discharge,

-pressure is higher than the containment design pressure; thus~

:

i' any leakage would be into the containment. Also, if the jockey
'

pumps are not running the subject valves will close

' ~

automatically-isolating the containment. Additional
information'is provided as Attachment 1.

i

SIGNIFICANT HAZARDS CONSIDERATION:

The. proposed change will support the implementation of a DCP to
remove-the automatic containment isolation signal from the RHR-

-jockey pump. As discussed above,' effective containment*

isolation will still be achieved and maintained with the-

removal of the isolation signal;.thus the proposed change
,

maintains a commensurate level'of safety. This change does
;. not involve a significant increase in the probability or
*

consequences of an accident'previously evaluated nor does it
create.the possibility of a new or different kind of accident<

,

from an accident previously evaluated. For these reasons,"this
; proposed, change does not constitute a significant hazards

consideration.
,

,

;

, , ;
C C55sp33 .
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. ATTACHMENT.1-

' 'I.. - B.7ckground,

-In' letter AECM-83/0243, dated April'15, 1983, MP&L notified the NRCe
. Office of Inspection _& Enforcement, Region'II,:of=a Reportable Deficiency

,

aat the: Grand-Gulf. Nuclear Station.' ~The deficiency concerns the inability'

p ,

,to maintain a continuous pressurized water. supply to the main RHR pumps
:and discharge piping.. In-subsequent discussions with-both the NRC I&E.*

and NRR' Staff, a' design change-was proposed to correct the subject
; deficiency by preventing the automatic tripping' of the jockey pumps due

.

.to minimum flow valve closure. The purpose ofLthis attachment to the;

~

' proposed Technical 1 Specification' Table 3.6.4-1 is to describe the4

, , deficiency and to: provide a detailed description of the proposed design
change to correct the subject' deficiency.

.

;II. RHR Discharge Line Fill System Requirements
,

!

A requirement of,the RHR system is that cooling water flow to the reactor
; ' pressure ves'sel (RPV) be initiated rapidly when the system is called on

to perform its function. The. lag between receipt. of the signal to start
.

the.RHR pumps and the initiation of flow into the RPV can be minimized by
keeping the discharge lines full.. Additionally, if these lines were
empty when the systems were' actuated, the forces' associated with the
accelerating fluid into a dry: pipe (water hammer) could cause physical
damage'to the piping and support. Thus, a design specification was
. established'to provide a pressurized water supply that would. ensure thatt

the RHR pumps:and discharge piping are filled continuously with water.
To comply with this specification,;the RHR jockey pump subsystem was|

.; designed, consisting of a jockey pump that takes suction from the:
; corresponding.RHR pump suction line:from~the suppression pool and

discharges. downstream of the " check ' valve on the RHR pump discharge _ line.
i

' III. Description-of Current' Jockey Pump Subsystem & Deficiency

" - The ~ purpose of the RRR "A" & "B" train jockey pump subsystem is two-fold:

1. . To, provide.a pressurized water supply to the-RHR pumps and discharge
| piping,fand ^

| 2. To. supply.the water necessary for the Feedwater Leakage Control
' System 3(FWLC).

L The, jockey pumps are rated at a differential pressuie of 50 psi at a flow

( of 40 gpm.to ensure that the RHR pump discharge piping remain full even
. with:the maximum' expected' leakage:ratefthrough each bou;ndary valve of the
ffilled piping ~ system. The maximum expected leakage rate for each filled
train is-less than 1 gpm. To prevent overheating the jockey pump, if the.

RHR' discharge line. valves do not leak, a minimum flow bypass line is
'

provided-to continuously circulate water back to the RHR pump suction.
: lines or suppression pool.
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The jockey pump logic was designed so that either the jockey pump minimum
flow valve (E12-F290A&B) or the FWLC system supply valve (E38-F001A&B)

.must beLopen to allow jockey pump operation.

A simplified sketch of the jockey pump subsystem arrangement is provided
in Figure 1 of this attachment. During normal operation, the FWLC supply
valves are closed and the minimum flow valves are open to allow the
jockey pumps to supply pressurized water to the RHR pumps and discharge
. piping. -The minimum flow valves were provided with a containment
isolation signal since the jockey pump discharge returns to a point
downstream of the isolation valves (E12-F064A&B) in the RHR test return
line.

The existing logic closes valves E12-F290A&B on a containment isolation
signal (high drywe'.1 pressure or RPV Level 2). This will in turn trip
the associated jockey pumps A & B if the FWLC control valves are also
closed. The purpose of this feature is to prevent dead-heading the
jockey pumps. However, it has the undesirable effect of tripping the
jockey pumps at RPV Level 2, .whereas the main RHR pumps do not
automatically start unril the RPV falls to Level 1. During this period
of time the RHR discharge piping could become depressurized and partially
drained. This condition would create a water hammer, during the RHR pump
start, which could result in damage to-the RHR piping, supports, and
valves. This condition could create a safety hazard.

IV. Description of Proposed Design Change

The proposed design change to correct the described deficiency will
revise the logic for both the jockey pumps and their associated minimum
flow valves. The principal changes are described as follows:

1. Removes the containment isolation signal from the minimum flow

valves (E12-F290A&B).

2. Closes the minimum flow valve when the jockey pump is not running.

3. Opens the minimum flow valve when the jockey pump is running and the
FWLC valve is closed.

Effective containment isolation is achieved, since the jockey pump
discharge pressure is higher than the containment design pressure
allowing any leakage to be into the containment. Also, when the jockey
pump is inoperable, the minimum flow valve will close automatically to
isolate the containment.

Implementatien of the proposed design change package described above will
correct the identified deficiency and assure that a pressurized source of
water is provided to the RER pump and discharge piping continuously.
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TABLE 3.6.4-1 (Continued) i;

CONTAINMENT AND ORYWELL ISOLATION VALVES

MAXINUM

SYSTEM AIS PENETRATION ISOLATION TIfE
IC) (seconds)VALVE IU SER IENGER VALVE GROUP

Contaffunent (Continued)
RNR Heat Exchanger E12-F028A-A 20(I)I") 5 78

| "A" to LPCI .

20(I)IC) 3 63RNR Heat Exchanger E12-F037A-A
"A" to LPCI

RHR Heat Exchanger E12-F0428-B 21(1)I*) 5 22
.

"S" to LPCI -

RHR Heat Exchanger E12-F0288-B 21(I)IC) 5 78
"B" to LPCI

RHR Heat Exchanger E12-F0378-B 21(I)(*) 3 63

"B" to LPCI
RHR "A" Test Line E12-F024A-A 23(0)(d) 5 93

to Supp. Pool
RHR "A" Test Line E12-F011A-A 23(0)(d) 5 27

;

** Supp. Pooi .. .,c,), , , , , , , ,,
_ . _

, , , , , , , , , ,
. .

.. - . . . . . . . ... ....- -

S t ; . "::1
RHR "C" Test Line E12-F0218-B' 24(0)(d) 5 101

to Supp. Pool
,

HPCS Test Line E22-F023-C 27(0) 6 60

RCIC Pump Suetion- E51-F031-A 28(0)- 4 38

RCIC Turbine E51-F077-A 29(0)IC) 9 18
-

Exhaust

LPCS Test Line E21-F012-A 32(0) 5 101

| Cont. Purge and M1-F011 34(0) 7 4

Vent Air Supply'

Cont. Purge and M1-F012 34(I) 7 4

Vent Air Supply
Cont. Purge and M1-F034 35(I) 7 4

and Vent Air Exh.
Cont. Purge and M1-F035 35(0) 7 4

knd Vent Air Exh.
Plant Service P44-F070-8 36(I) 6 24

Water Return
Plant Service P44-F069-A 36(0) 6 24

Water Return
Plant Service P44-F053-A 37(0) 6 24

Water Supply

Chilled Water P71-F150 38(0) 6 30

| Supply

Chilled Water F71-F148 39(0) 6 30

Return

GRAND GULF-UNIT 1 3/4 6-30
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TABLE 3.6.4-1 (Continu,ed)

CONTAINMENT AND DRYWELL ISOLATION VALVES

MAXDtu:4SY5 TEM AND PENETRATION ISOLATION TIMEVALVE NUMBER NUMBER VALVE GROUP (*) (Secones)
Containment (Continued)

_

Comb. Gas Control E61-F009 65(0) 7 4Cont. Purge
(Outside Air
Supply)

Comb. Gas Control E61-F010 65(I) 7 4Cont. Purge
(Outside Air
Supply)

Purge Rad. E61-F056 66(I) 7 4Detector
Purge Rad. E61-F057 66(0) 7 .1Detector
RHR "B" Test Line E12-F0248-S 67(0)(d) 5 93To Su:sr. Pool

| RHR "B" Test Line E12-F0118-B 67(0)(d) 5 27I .305uppr. Pool
.

. ... - .. J d)._nnn . ...u... u o,
.,s.,

'. :.&+.. :::?
-.

Refueling Water P11-F130 69(0)IC) 6 4! Transf. Pump
Suction

Refueling Wate'r P11-F131 69(0)(c) 6 4Transf. Pump
Suction

Instr. Air to ADS P53-F003-A 70(0) 6 4
RCIC Turbine Exh. E51-F078-3 75(0) 9 7

| Vacuum Breaker

RWCU to Feedwater G33-F040-8 83(I) 8 30
RWCU to Feedwater G33-F039-A 83(0) 8 29
Chemical Waste P45-F098 84(I) 6 4

,

. Sump Discharge
' Chemical Waste P45-F099 84(0) 6 4

Sump Discharge

Supp. Pool Clean- P60-F009-A 85(0) 6 4up Return
Supp. Pool Clean- P60-F010-8 85(0) 6 4ep Return

Domin. Water P21-F017-A 86(0) 6 10Supply to Cont.
.

Domin. Water P21-F018-8 86(I) 6 10Supply to Cont.
AWCU Pump Suction G33-F001-8 87(I) 8 30

L GRAND GULF-UNIT 1 3/4 6-32
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TABLE 3.6.4-1 (Continued)

CONTAIllMEilT AND DRYWELL ISOLATI0ft VALVES

; SYSTEM AND PENETRATION
VALVE NUMBER NUMBER '

! Containment (Continued)
RHR Heat Ex. "C" E12-F234 22(0)(C)i

to LPCI
'

RHR Pump "C" to E12-F041C-B 22(I)
LPCI

RHR Pump "A" Test E12-F259 23(0)(')
Line to Suppr.
Pool

RHR Pumo "A" Test E12-F261 23(0)(')
Lina to Suppr.
Pool

RHR Pues "A" Test E12-F227 23(0)(')
Line to Suppr..

Pool
RHR Pur.o "A" Test E12-F252 23(0)(')

Line to Su;pr.

Pool
RHR Puma "A" Test E12-F223 23(0)(') Pd

j g w e, T ve d tj a t o g r.Qt suppr.

RHR Pum:i "A" Test E12-F338 23(0)(C) En. -ftso H
Line to suppr. gg(of
Pool

RHR Pump "A" Test E12-F339 23(0)(C)
t
'

Line to Suppr.
Pool

RHR Purep "A" Test E12-f260 23(0)I')
Line to Suppr.
Pool

RHR Pump "C" Test E12-F2SO 24(0)I')
Line to Suppr.
Pool

RHR Pump "C" Test E12-F281 24(0)(')
Line to Suppr.
Pool

HPCS Suction E22-F014 25(0)(d)
26(1)((c)' HPCS Discharge E22-F005

26(I)(C)HPCS Discharge E22-F218

26(I)(C)HPCS Discharge E22-F201

27(0)(d)HPCS Test Line E22-F035

27(0)(''))HPCS Test Line E22-F302
IFCS Test Line E22-F301 27(0)(d)
LPCS Pump E21-F031 30(0)

Suction
LPCS Discharge E21-F006 31(I)IC)

31(I)((C)LPCS Discharge E21-F200

31(I)('C)LPCS Discharge E21-F207

32(0)('))LPCS Test Line E21-F217
LPCS Test Line E21-F218 32(0)

GRAND GULF-UNIT 1 3/4 6-38
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TABLE 3.6.4-1 (Continued) * @*

CONTAlt! MENT AND ORYWELL ISOLATION VALVES

|

| SYSTEM AND PENETRATION
VALVE NUMBER NUMBER

,

|
| gntainment(Continued)

RHR Pump "B" Test E12-F213 67(0)(')Line
RHR Pump "B" Test E12-F249 67(0)(')|

RH p "B" Test E12-F250 67(0)(') egg gg 3
RHR Pump "B" Test E12-F334 67(0)(c) py

E R-F3.% M
RH ump "B" Test E12-E335 67(0)(c) k

c 7(Q
.

4.ine
Inst. Air to ADS ''-F006 70(I)
LPCS Relief Valve E2. F018 71A(0)(d)f Vent Header
RHR Pump "C" E12-F025C 71B(0)(d)

Relief Valve
Vent-Header

RHR Shutdown E12-F036 73(0)(d)
Vent Header

RHR Shutdown E12-F005 76B(0)(d)
Suction Relief
Valve Disch.

RHR Heat Ex. "A" E12-F055A 77(0)(d)
Relief Vent
Header

RHR Heat Ex. "A" E12-F103A 77(0)(d)
Relief Vent

| Header
RHR Heat Ex. "A" E12-F104A 77(0)(d) *

Relief Vent
Header

Cont. Leak Rate NA 82(I)

89(I)fg
C55 " Supply P41-F169A

'SSW "B" Supply P41-F169B 92(I)
Ctat. Leak Rate M61-F015 110A(0)

Test Inst.
Ctat. Leak Rate M61-F014 116A(I)

Test Inst.
Ctat. Leak Rate M61-F019 110C(0)

Test Inst.
Ctat. Leak Rate M61-F018 110C(I)

Test Inst.
Ctat. Leak Rate M61-F017 110F(0)

Test Inst.
Ctat. Leak Rate M61-F016 110F(I)

Test Inst.

GRAND GULF-UNIT 1 3/4 6-40
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